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“...no other single educational curriculum comes close to the Montessori curriculum in 
terms of its levels of depth, breadth, and interrelationship across time and topic.” 

 - Dr. Angeline Stoll Lillard, Montessori: The Science Behind the Genius 
 
 

 
The MCHP Elementary Scope and Sequence 

 
The Value of a Scope and Sequence 
A Montessori Curriculum Scope and Sequence is a practical tool to help manage curriculum planning, implementation, and 
recording in the Montessori classroom. The MCHP Elementary version, developed in conjunction with the work of the 
Montessori Foundation, covers the span of ages 6 to 12 and is the result of careful analysis of the Montessori tradition to 
evaluate the sequence in which students should commonly reach major milestones. In other words, put simply, it lists all 
the elements that we expect our students to master by the time they finish our 6-12 Elementary program.  
 
The Montessori Curriculum 
Although Maria Montessori had a complex vision of curriculum, she never compiled a single, comprehensive, practical 
curriculum statement that would be recognized as such in today’s educational context. There was a good reason for this — 
she intended that the teacher be responsive to the developmental and individual needs of each child, rather than slavishly 
follow a syllabus of work. The Montessori teacher is expected to understand both the developmental needs and abilities of 
the children in her care, as well as a broad range of content, along with the methodology necessary to present the 
appropriate materials or lessons to the children. The exact content was intended to be organic, flexible and adaptable to 
local conditions. While this “expansive” approach is the ideal of Montessori education, it fails to satisfy those who require 
a more clearly defined outline of what the school expects children to learn in a defined time. 
 
While examining the Elementary Scope and Sequence, consider that the we see the Montessori Curriculum as three 
streams that come together in a great confluence of learning. Elements from the Scope and Sequence can be found among 
all three streams. 

1. The first stream involves the mastery of fundamental skills and basic knowledge. 

This is a school’s basic expectations for what will be introduced, worked on, reviewed, and targeted for mastery by 
85-90 percent of all students at each age or grade level. 

Montessori evolved out of the European tradition of academic excellence, and offers a rigorous course of study. 
Elementary Montessori students explore the realm of mathematics, science and technology, the world of myth, 
great literature, history, world geography, civics, economics, anthropology, and the basic organization of human 
societies. Their studies cover the basics found in traditional curriculum, such as the memorization of math facts, 
spelling lessons, and the study of vocabulary, grammar, sentence analysis, creative and expository writing, and 
library research skills. 

 
2. The second stream of Montessori Curriculum involves inspirational lessons and experiences that we 
organize and present.  

These are the lessons and experiences that we introduce to our students, but which we do not consider essential 
for them to master. We hope that we will inspire them and awaken interest, appreciation, and a sense of wonder 
that will lead them to continue to explore these topics in the years to come. 

 
Dr. Montessori’s Great Lessons are five key areas of interconnected studies traditionally presented to all 
elementary Montessori students in the form of inspiring stories and related experiences and research projects. The 
Great Lessons include the story of how the world came to be, the development of life on the Earth, the story of 
humankind, the development of language and writing, and the development of mathematics. They are intended to 
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give children a "cosmic" perspective of the Earth and humanity's place within the cosmos. The lessons, studies, 
and projects surrounding each of the Great Lessons normally span many months and the questions that the 
children pose and their efforts to find the answers to their own questions may continue for many years.  

3. The third stream of the Montessori Curriculum is the child’s individually chosen research. 
 
Elementary students are encouraged to explore topics that capture their imagination. Most former Montessori 
students look back on this aspect of the elementary program with particular fondness in later years.  
 
The approach is largely based on library research, with children gathering information, assembling reports, 
teaching what they have learned to their fellows, and assembling portfolios and handmade books of their own. 
Beginning by simply using an encyclopedia to find the answers to a list of questions prepared by their teachers, 
Montessori students are taught how to use reference materials, libraries, and even the Internet to gather 
information and uncover the facts. Their oral presentations and written research reports grow in sophistication 
and complexity over the years.  

In the first stream of our program, we teach what must be taught, doing so in an engaging a way as possible, providing 
experiences and apparatus that illustrate ideas concretely in order to make information easy to understand and see in 
context. In the second stream of our program, we consciously seek to design curricula and experiences meant to awaken 
interest and inspire a sense of wonder, rather than simply to give children yet more facts on which they will be tested. The 
key to the second stream of learning is that children are not held accountable—at least not at this age level, when we present it 
as part of the second stream—for mastering this knowledge. We are trying to light a spark! In the third stream of our work, we 
are simply remembering that learning does not stem only from teachers, textbooks, or even Montessori materials. In the 
third stream, something is occurring that comes from within the child herself, not from us! The process is delicate; the 
spark easily extinguished.  
 
How our Scope and Sequence Compares to that of Traditional Systems: 
The depth and breadth of our Scope and Sequence reveal right away that the Montessori Curriculum has no trouble 
meeting the standards of the non-Montessori world. Through Montessori Compass, we are currently having our Scope 
and Sequence aligned with Common Core standards (www.corestandards.org), and this process typically reveals that there 
are numerous areas in which Montessori curriculum significantly outpaces the Common Core.  For example, the common 
practice of introducing squares and square roots at the Upper Elementary level results in our students meeting some of the 
defined Mathematics standards as much as four years ahead of their traditionally educated counterparts.   
 
How the Scope and Sequence is Read and Used: 
Instead of arranging our curriculum by grade level, we organize it by the subsets of concepts and skills (Strands) and the 
sequence in which they will be taught. (When you read the Scope and Sequence, Strands may seem out of order, because 
they are presented in the order in which they are typically introduced rather than alphabetically.)  
 
Normally, the Strands are accompanied by a guide showing the typical span of ages or grades at which we anticipate a 
given lesson will be presented. We have omitted that guide from this parent version to make it easier to present. You can 
visualize it, however, if you assume that within a particular Strand, lessons are shown as being presented in chronological 
order. 
 
The elements in this Scope and Sequence correspond to the record keeping our teachers use, Montessori Compass. This 
system is shared with parents throughout the year by email updates and progress reports. Parents can compare their child’s 
progress and the lessons they have been presented, are working on, or have mastered with the elements in the Scope and 
Sequence, if desired. 
 
Lastly, you will notice that the Scope and Sequence is organized into familiar subject areas – language, math, geography, 
history, science, visual arts, and practical life. This is to make it more easily understood by parents and educators who work 
in conventional schools. In the classroom, the Montessori Curriculum is highly integrated, and this integrated approach is 
one of the Montessori program’s greatest strengths. 
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element

Reading Classified Nomenclature Reads words using multiple sets of cards, sorted into different categories.

Reading Classified Nomenclature Reads definitions using multiple sets of cards, sorted into different categories.

Reading Command Cards Reads simple sentences (Command Cards).

Reading Command Cards Reads compound sentences with understanding (Command Cards).

Reading Command Cards Reads complex sentences with understanding (Command Cards).

Reading Various materials/books Reads to others with enjoyment, style, and assurance.

Reading Magazines Reads magazines.

Reading Novels Reads more complex children's books.

Function of Words Noun Game Is able to recognize words that are nouns and how they function in a sentence.

Function of Words Noun-Article Game Is able to recognize the three articles found in the English language and how they function in a sentence.

Function of Words Noun-Adjective Game Is able to recognize words that are adjectives and how they function in a sentence.

Function of Words Conjunction Game Is able to recognize words that are conjunctions and how they function in a sentence.

Function of Words Preposition Game Is able to recognize words that are prepositions and how they function in a sentence.

Function of Words Verb Game Is able to recognize words that are verbs and how they function in a sentence.

Function of Words Pronoun Game Is able to recognize words that are pronouns and how they function in a sentence.

Word Study: 1 Singular and Plural Demonstrates an understanding of concept of singular and plural.

Word Study: 1 Singular and Plural Reads and categorizes words according to singular and plural.

Word Study: 1 Masculine and Feminine Reads and categorizes words according to masculine and feminine.

Composition Large or Medium Moveable Alphabet Child composes one-word answers with a Moveable Alphabet in response to a question asked by the teacher.

Composition Printed Alphabet Composes sentences with punctuation.

Composition Written Composition Transcribes own sentences and stories (pencil and paper).

Composition Written Composition Reads own stories to group during story time.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Is able to express ideas logically, succinctly, and politely.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Delivers well-organized oral reports.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Recites short poems, songs, and rhymes from memory.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Tells stories in logical sequence.

Speaking and Listening Skills Group Expression Participates with others in choric reading.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Presents formal speeches to demonstrate, inform, or entertain.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Participates in informal dialogue.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Reads a dramatic part in a play.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Expression Conducts an interview.
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Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding Follows oral instructions.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding Follows simple one- to two-step commands.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding Follows complex three- to five-step commands.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding and Response Listens purposefully and responds appropriately in conversation.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding and Response Listens for details and answers questions about information presented orally or in a story.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding and Response Retells a story or restates directions.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding and Response Verbally summarizes the plot of a story.

Speaking and Listening Skills Individual Understanding and Response Identifies to whom a pronoun is referring.

Handwriting: 1 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to write in manuscript: lower-case letters.

Handwriting: 1 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to write in manuscript: upper-case letters.

Handwriting: 1 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to space letters appropriately within a word when writing in manuscript.

Handwriting: 1 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to leave appropriate space between words when writing in manuscript.

Handwriting: 2 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to write in cursive form: lower-case letters.

Handwriting: 2 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to write in cursive form: upper-case letters.

Handwriting: 2 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to space letters appropriately within a word when writing in cursive form.

Handwriting: 2 Pencil and Paper Has mastered the ability to leave appropriate space between words when writing in cursive form.

Handwriting: 2 Pencil and Paper Writes cursive smoothly and easily.

Handwriting: 3 Calligraphy Pens and Paper Chooses to use decorative writing in preparing attractive papers, notes, letters, and reports.

Function of Words: 2 Verb-Adverb Game Recognizes words that are adverbs and how they function in a sentence.

Sentence Analysis Sentence Analysis Charts 1 & 2 Understand what makes up a simple sentence by using Charts 1 & 2.

Sentence Analysis Sentence Analysis Charts 1 & 2 Analyzes simple sentences by using Charts 1 & 2.

Sentence Analysis Sentence Analysis Boxes Constructs a simple sentence by using the Sentence Analysis Guides

Sentence Analysis Sentence Analysis Charts 3-5 Understands what makes up complex sentences and the variety of adverbial extensions by using Charts 3-5.

Sentence Analysis Sentence Analysis Charts 3-5 Analyzes complex sentences and sentences that contain a variety of adverbial extensions by using Charts 3-5.

Sentence Analysis Sentence Analysis Boxes
Constructs complex sentences and sentences that contain adverbial extensions by using the sentence analysis 
materials.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Identifies the different types of nouns.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Identifies the different types of adjectives.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Identifies the different types of verbs.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Identifies the different types of pronouns.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Identifies the different types of adverbs.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Conjugates common regular verbs.

Grammar Study ETC Grammar Curriculum Conjugates common irregular verbs.
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Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Summarizes the plot of a story.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Names the characters in a story.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Identifies a character's traits or behaviors.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Identifies the cause of an event.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Identifies a character's feelings.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Indicates the chronological order of events.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Explains the problem that a character faces and how he/she resolves it.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Makes reasonable predictions about what will happen next in a story.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Identifies the main idea in a short essay.

Reading Comprehension Appropriate-Level Books Identifies the speakers in a dialogue.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses compound words.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses contractions.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses prefixes.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses suffixes.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses antonyms.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses synonyms.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses homophones.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies and uses hyphenated words.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identities common acronyms.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies common contractions.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Identifies common abbreviations.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Solves simple crossword puzzles.

Word Study: 2 Task cards and student-driven materials Solves advanced elementary crossword puzzles .

Spelling: 1
Spelling exercises and/or student-driven 
materials Spells words appropriate to level.

Spelling: 2 Student-driven material Spells correctly when writing simple sentences.

Spelling: 2 Student-driven material Spells correctly when writing complex sentences.

Spelling: 3 Student-driven material and dictionary Uses a dictionary to check and correct spelling.

Spelling: 3
Student-driven material and word 
processing software Uses the spell-check feature of word-processing software to check and correct spelling.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct rules of capitalization: initial words in sentences.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct rules of capitalization: proper nouns / pronoun 'I'.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: sentence endings.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: use of the comma.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: use of quotation marks.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: abbreviations.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: punctuating letters and envelopes.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: use of the colon.

Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: use of the semicolon.
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Mechanics Task cards and student-driven materials Follows correct punctuation rules: punctuating "formal" letters and envelopes.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical noun phrases.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical simple sentences.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes captions for pictures.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical paragraphs.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes creative short stories.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes creative longer stories that follow an organized plot.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical compound sentences.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical complex sentences.

Creative Writing Student-driven material and thesaurus Uses a thesaurus to identify alternative words.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes 'informal' letters to friends and relatives.

Creative Writing Student driven material Writes creative poems.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes 'formal' letters to industries, agencies, or government officials.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical three-paragraph essays within the different essay genres.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes simple creative plays.

Creative Writing Student-driven material Writes logical five-paragraph essays within the different essay genres.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Correctly applies rules of alphabetization: by first letter only.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Has developed basic dictionary skills in locating words.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Has developed basic dictionary skills using guide words.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Has developed basic dictionary skills in understanding the simple definition of a word.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Has developed basic dictionary skills in understanding the multiple definitions of a word.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Has developed basic dictionary skills in understanding how to determine the parts of speech of a word.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Determines the number of syllables in a word.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Uses the encyclopedia to locate an article under a given heading.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Uses the encyclopedia to locate specific answers to given questions in an encyclopedia article.

Research Skills
Teacher-made or purchased task cards 
and student-driven materials Identifies the key information in an encyclopedia article.

Research Skills
Student-driven material and various 
reference materials Uses cross-references to seek out additional information.

Research Skills
Student-driven material and various 
reference materials Locates books that offer additional information when researching a subject.

Research Skills Reference materials Identifies the information on the title page.

Research Skills Reference materials Uses the table of contents.
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Research Skills Reference materials Uses the index.

Research Skills Reference materials Copies information from a book.

Research Skills Reference materials Summarizes information taken from a resource book into a written report.

Research Skills Reference materials Takes subject notes from reference books, by bullet points onto note cards.

Research Skills Student-driven material Paraphrases information taken from bullet-point notes and note cards.

Research Skills Student-driven material Outlines information.

Research Skills Student-driven material Proofreads material to identify spelling and grammatical errors.

Research Skills Student-driven material Knows how to cite references in a report.

Research Skills Student-driven material Prepares a bibliography for a report.
Research Skills, Writing Skills, 
Grammar Skills, Mechanic 
Skills Student-driven material

Uses the research and composition skills listed above to consider a given topic in a formal report, using skills of analysis, 
synthesis, and evaluation.

Literature Appreciation Reading materials/ student driven Reads independently with enjoyment and appreciation, selecting titles of personal interest.

Literature Appreciation Reading materials/ student driven Identifies different genre found in literature.

Literature Appreciation Reading materials/ student driven Is able to think and report analytically about literature.

Literature Appreciation Reading materials/ student driven Identifies and describes the sections of a newspaper.

Film Appreciation Documentary and other Film Media Identifies different genre found in films.

Film Appreciation Documentary and other Film Media Is able to think and report analytically about films.

Art Appreciation Interpretation of Art Identifies various art styles and artists.

Art Appreciation Interpretation of Art Is able to think and report analytically about art.

Music Appreciation Interpretation of Music Identifies various music styles and musicians.

Music Appreciation Interpretation of Music Is able to think and report analytically about music.
Visual Media  
Comprehension Visual Media/student driven Identifies the claims being made about a product in an advertisement.
Visual Media  
Comprehension Visual Media/student driven Identifies the factual information that is offered to support these claims.
Visual Media  
Comprehension Visual Media/student driven Identifies the overt or implied message(s) used in the ad's attempt to persuade you to buy.
Visual Media  
Comprehension Visual Media/student driven Identifies any illogical propositions that an advert is asking the reader to accept.

Debate/ Persuasion Debate/student driven Summarizes the main thrust of a writer or speaker's proposition in either written or oral argument and debate.

Debate/ Persuasion Debate/student driven Identifies the writer or speaker's apparent point of view in either written or oral argument and debate.

Debate/ Persuasion Debate/student driven
Identifies the factual information that the writer or speaker offers to support his/her proposition in either written or oral 
argument and debate.

Debate/ Persuasion Task cards and student-driven materials 
Identifies any illogical arguments used by the writer or speaker to promote his/her proposition in either written or oral 
argument and debate.
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element

Cross Products Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Is able to ascertain whether or not cardinal number ratios are equivalent by using cross products: a/b=c/d; 
then ad=bc.

Cross Products Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to ascertain whether ratios containing fractions and/or decimal fractions are equivalent.

Cross Products Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to find either the missing numerator or denominator in a sequence of equivalent ratios.

Cube Roots Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to calculate the cube root of a binomial.

Cube Roots Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to calculate the cube root of a trinomial.

Decimal Fraction Concepts: Rounding Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Is able to round numbers, including decimal fraction place values to the nearer thousandth, ten thousandth, 
and hundred thousandth.

Decimal Fraction Concepts: Rounding Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to round numbers, including decimal fraction place values, to the nearer millionth.

Decimal Fraction Concepts: Rounding Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to round decimal fractions to the nearer one.

Decimal Fraction Concepts: Rounding Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to round numbers, including decimal fraction place values to the nearer tenth and hundredth.
Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Addition Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to add numbers containing decimal fractions abstractly (both static and dynamic addition).
Decimal Fraction Operations: Division: 
1 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to divide a decimal-fraction number by a whole-number divisor abstractly.
Decimal Fraction Operations: Division: 
2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to divide a decimal-fraction number by a decimal-fraction divisor abstractly.
Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Multiplication 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to multiply any number by a decimal fraction or mixed-number decimal-fraction multiplier abstractly.
Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Multiplication: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to multiply numbers with a decimal fraction multiplicand and whole number multiplier abstractly.
Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Multiplication: 3 Decimal Fraction Checkerboard Is able to use the Decimal Fraction Checkerboard to multiply by a multiplier that has a value in tenths.
Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Multiplication: 3 Decimal Fraction Checkerboard Is able to use the Decimal Fraction Checkerboard to multiply by a multiplier that has a value in hundredths.
Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Multiplication: 3 Decimal Fraction Checkerboard 

Is able to use the Decimal Fraction Checkerboard to multiply by a multiplier that has a value that includes a 
whole number and decimal fraction.

Decimal Fraction Operations: 
Subtraction Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to subtract numbers containing decimal fractions abstractly (both static and dynamic subtraction).
Decimal Fractions Concepts: 
Nomenclature & Recognition Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper

Is able to record correct numeral when given number in exponential format, such as: 1/10 to second power 
and so on.

Decimal Fractions Concepts: 
Nomenclature & Recognition

Abstraction: Pencil and Paper & 
Numerals and Hierarchy Board

Is able to write a quantity as both a fraction and decimal fraction when read a quantity, such as: one-
hundredth and so on.

Decimal Fractions Concepts: 
Nomenclature & Recognition

Abstraction: Pencil and Paper & 
Numerals and Hierarchy Board

Is able to write numerals containing both whole number and decimal fractions in expanded notation, both 
in words and using numerals.

Decimal Fractions Concepts: 
Nomenclature & Recognition

Decimal Fraction Box, Decimal Fraction 
Board, 1/10th Fraction pieces, Montessori 
Centesimal Circle, Whole # Cards from 
Bank Game

Is able to recognize Numeral Cards and place specific quantities on Decimal Fraction Hierarchy Board when 
teacher guide or fellow student forms numerals up to 999,999.

Decimal System: Introduction to Place 
Value: 3 Numeral Cards Recognizes and identify written numbers up to 999,999,999.
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Decimal System: Introduction to Place 
Value: 3 Numeral Cards Recognizes and identify written numbers up to 999,999,999,999.
Decimal System: Introduction to Place 
Value: 3 Numeral Cards Recognizes and identify quantities up to 999,999,999,999,999.

Divisibility Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Works with and understands the rules of divisibility for 2's, 5's, and 10's.

Divisibility Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Works with and understands the rules of divisibility for 4's, 3's, 6's, and 9's.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts:  Division: 1 Bead Bars Demonstrates a knowledge of division facts with divisors of 1-10 using the Bead Bars.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts:  Division: 2 Division Board Charts Demonstrates a knowledge of division facts with divisors of 1-9 using the Division Board Charts.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts:  Division: 3 Unit Division Board Demonstrates a knowledge of division facts with divisors of 1-9 using the Unit Division Board.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Addition: 1 Snake Game Demonstrates knowledge of addition facts for two addends between 1-10, using the Snake Game.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Addition: 2

Abstraction - or  Stamp Game, Golden 
Beads,  pencil and paper Demonstrates knowledge of addition facts for two addends between 1-10, without manipulatives.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Multiplication: 1 Bead Bars Identifies the missing factor in a simple equation using the Bead Bars.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Multiplication: 2 Bead Bars Demonstrates a knowledge of multiplication facts using the Bead Bars.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Multiplication: 3 Multiplication Charts Demonstrates a knowledge of multiplication facts using the Multiplication Charts.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Subtraction: 1 Subtraction Strip Board

Demonstrates knowledge of subtraction facts for two quantities between 1-18, using the Subtraction Strip 
Board.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Subtraction: 2 Subtraction Charts Demonstrates knowledge of subtraction facts for two quantities between 1-18, using the Subtraction Charts.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Subtraction: 3 Negative Snake Game

Demonstrates knowledge of subtraction facts for two quantities between 1-18, using the Negative Snake 
Game.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Subtraction: 4 Bead Bars

Determines the missing factor in a simple subtraction equation that is written, using the Bead Bars:  15 - ___ = 
8.

Exercises Leading to the Memorization 
of Math Facts: Subtraction: 5

Abstraction - could be demonstrated by 
using Stamp Game, Golden Beads and 
the like, or pencil and paper Identifies the missing factor in a simple subtraction equation abstractly.
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Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 1 Fraction Circles and Symbols Recognizes fractions using Fraction Circles and Symbols.
Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 10 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Formulates the rule for finding equivalencies abstractly and is able to find equivalent fractions abstractly.
Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 11 Abstraction: Pencil and paper Identifies that equivalent fractions can be reduced using the Multiplicative Identity.
Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 12 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Formulates the rule for reducing fractions abstractly and is able to reduce fractions abstractly.
Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 13 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper

Identifies that the Multiplicative Identity needed to reduce a fraction is a common factor of the numerator 
and denominator of a fraction.

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 14 Abstraction Pencil and Paper

Identifies that the Multiplicative Identity needed to reduce a fraction should be the GCF of the numerator 
and denominator of a fraction, in order to reduce the fraction completely.

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 15

Abstraction: Pencil and Paper & Fraction 
Circle Box

Identifies that when the numerator is larger than the denominator in a fraction,the denominator can divide 
into the numerator to simplify the number: 12/6=2 (understanding that the fraction bar means to divide).

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 16 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper

Identifies that the remainder in a division problem can be expressed as a fraction, with the remainder serving 
as the numerator and the divisor as the denominator (understanding that the fraction bar means to divide).

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 3 Fraction Circles Recognizes equivalent fractions equaling one whole, using the Fraction Circles.
Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 4 Fraction Circle Box

Recognizes equivalent fractions equaling one whole, using the labeled fraction pieces in the Fraction Circle 
Box.

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 5 Fraction Circle Box

Recognizes equivalent fractions equaling different amounts, using the labeled fraction pieces in the Fraction 
Circle Box.

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 6 Fraction Circle Box and Task Cards

Recognizes, matches, and labels equivalent fractions using concrete material, while following commands 
from Task Cards.

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 7 Fraction Circle Box/Pencil and Paper

Identifies different ways to write the numeral 1 in fraction format, using the fraction pieces in the Fraction 
Circle Box.

Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 8 Fraction Circle Box/Pencil and Paper Identifies the numerator and denominator of a fraction.
Exercises Leading to the 
Understanding of Fractions: 9 Abstraction: Pencil and paper

Identifies that the numeral 1, written in fraction format (the Multiplicative Identity), is used to form equivalent 
fractions abstractly.

Exponents: 1 Bead Bars Is able to recognize that the bars can form powers of the specified number.

Exponents: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to evaluate base numbers with positive and negative exponents.
Fraction Operations: Common 
Denominator: 1 Fraction Circles Adds fractions that share a common denominator, using the Fraction Circles.
Fraction Operations: Common 
Denominator: 2 Fraction Circle Box Adds fractions that share a common denominator, using the fraction pieces from the Fraction Circle Box.
Fraction Operations: Common 
Denominator: 3 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Adds fractions that share a common denominator abstractly.
Fraction Operations: Common 
Denominator: 4 Fraction Circles Subtracts fractions that share a common denominator, using the Fraction Circles.
Fraction Operations: Common 
Denominator: 5 Fraction Circle Box Subtracts fractions that share a common denominator, using the fraction pieces from the Fraction Circle Box.
Fraction Operations: Common 
Denominator: 6 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Subtracts fractions that share a common denominator abstractly.
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Fraction Operations: Division: 1 Fraction Circle Box & Skittles Divides simple fractions by a whole number, using the fraction pieces in the Fraction Circle Box and Skittles.

Fraction Operations: Division: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Divides simple fractions by a whole number, converting the whole number to a fraction and working 
abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Division: 3 Fraction Circle Box & Fraction Skittles
Divides two simple fractions, using the Fraction Pieces and Fraction Skittles, understanding that the answer 
will be what one whole person gets.

Fraction Operations: Division: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Divides two simple fractions and recognizes that there is a pattern that involves multiplying by the inverse.

Fraction Operations: Division: 5 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Divides two simple fractions abstractly by multiplying by the inverse and cross- factoring as needed.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 1 Fraction Circle Box
Adds two mixed-number fractions (with like or unlike denominators), using the fractions from the Fraction 
Circle Box.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 
10 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Divides two mixed-number fractions abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 2
Abstraction: Pencil and Paper & Fraction 
Circle Box

Adds two mixed-number fractions (with like or unlike denominators), using the fractions from the Fraction 
Circle Box, and changes the resulting sum from an improper fraction to a mixed number if necessary.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 3 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Adds two mixed-number fractions (with like or unlike denominators) abstractly and changes the resulting sum 
from an improper fraction to a mixed number if necessary.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Subtracts a simple fraction from a mixed-number fraction (with like or unlike denominators) abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 5 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Subtracts two mixed-number fractions (with like or unlike denominators).

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 6 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Multiplies a mixed-number fraction by a fraction abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 7 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Multiplies two mixed-number fractions abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Mixed Number: 8 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Divides a mixed-number fraction by a fraction abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Multiplication: 1 Fraction Circle Box Multiplies simple fractions by a whole number, using the fraction pieces in the Fraction Circle Box.

Fraction Operations: Multiplication: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Multiplies simple fractions by a whole number by converting the whole number to a fraction and working 
abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Multiplication: 3 Abstraction: Pencil and paper Multiplies two simple fractions understanding that 'of' means multiplication.

Fraction Operations: Multiplication: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Multiplies two simple fractions abstractly and reduces the answer into simplest terms.

Fraction Operations: Multiplication: 5 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Multiplies two simple fractions abstractly and cross-factors to simplify the process.
Fraction Operations: Unlike 
Denominator: 1 Fraction Circle Box Adds fractions that have unlike denominators, using the fraction pieces from the Fraction Circle Box.
Fraction Operations: Unlike 
Denominator: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Adds fractions that have unlike denominators, finding the LCM of the denominators and working abstractly.
Fraction Operations: Unlike 
Denominator: 3 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper

Adds fractions that have unlike denominators, finding the LCM of the denominators AND reducing the 
answer into the simplest terms.

Fraction Operations: Unlike 
Denominator: 4 Fraction Circle Box Subtracts fractions that have unlike denominators, using the fraction pieces from the Fraction Circle Box.
Fraction Operations: Unlike 
Denominator: 5 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper

Subtracts fractions that have unlike denominators, finding the LCM of the denominators and working 
abstractly.

Fraction Operations: Unlike 
Denominator: 6 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper

Subtracts fractions that have unlike denominators, finding the LCM of the denominators and reducing the 
answer into the simplest terms.
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Geometry: Angles Angles measuring to 90 and 180 degrees Identifies combinations of angles.

Geometry: Angles
Material that demonstrates adjacent 
and vertical angles Names the relationships between two angles.

Geometry: Angles
Protractor: Use of a Traditional Protractor 
to Measure Any Angles Measures angles with a protractor.

Geometry: Angles

Protractor: Use of a Traditional Protractor 
to Measure Any Angles for Addition 
Purposes Adds angles.

Geometry: Area

Montessori Rectangles Found in the 
Yellow Area Material and in the 
Geometric Cabinet Calculates the area of a rectangle.

Geometry: Area

Montessori Triangles Found in the Yellow 
Area Material and Triangles Found in the 
Geometric Cabinet Calculates the area of a triangle.

Geometry: Area

Montessori Yellow Area Material and 
Parallelograms Found in the Geometric 
Cabinet Calculates the area of a parallelogram.

Geometry: Area

Teacher-Made Materials to Show 
Equivalency and How a Formula Is 
Derived Calculates the area of a rhombus.

Geometry: Area

Teacher-Made Materials to Show 
Equivalency and How a Formula Is 
Derived Calculates the area of a kite.

Geometry: Area

Teacher-Made Materials to Show 
Equivalency and How a Formula Is 
Derived Calculates the area of a trapezoid.

Geometry: Area

Teacher-Made Materials to Show 
Equivalency and How a Formula Is 
Derived Calculates the area of an irregular quadrilateral.

Geometry: Area

Teacher-Made Materials to Show 
Equivalency and How a Formula Is 
Derived Calculates the area of regular polygons.

Geometry: Area

Teacher-Made Materials to Show 
Equivalency and How a Formula Is 
Derived Calculates the area of any irregular polygon.

Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass Constructs a circle with a compass.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Fraction Pieces Bisects an angle with a compass and straightedge.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Straight Edge Constructs a perpendicular to a line from a point off the line.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Straight Edge Constructs an equilateral triangle using a compass.
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Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Straight Edge Constructs a triangle given two sides and an angle lying between.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Straight Edge Constructs a triangle given two angles and the side lying between.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Straight Edge Bisects a line segment with a compass and straightedge.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Compass, Straight Edge, Protractor Draws a line perpendicular to another line with a straightedge, compass, and protractor.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures

Materials that Demonstrate the Concept 
of Symmetry Demonstrates line symmetry in a given shape by folding along its center line.

Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Protractor, Straight Edge Constructs a square with a protractor and straightedge.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Straight Edge, Compass Constructs a line segment of equal lengths, using a straight edge and a compass.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Straight Edge, Compass Constructs an angle of a given measure with a protractor and straightedge.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures Straight Edge, Set Square and Compass Constructs a scale model or drawing of an object given a scale to follow.
Geometry: Construction of Various 
Figures

Worksheets with Directions and Shapes 
for Construction Constructs a variety of polyhedrons.

Geometry: Geometric Solids Geometric Solids Identifies a cube, sphere, cylinder, pyramid, and cone.

Geometry: Geometric Solids Geometric Solids Identifies a rectangular prism, triangular prism, ovoid, and ellipsoid.

Geometry: Geometric Solids Geometric Solids Identifies the faces, edges, and surfaces of solid geometric objects.

Geometry: Lines
Any Material that Demonstrates Lines 
Drawn at Different Angles in Space Identifies positions of lines in space.

Geometry: Lines
Any Material that Demonstrates Lines 
Drawn in Relationship to Each Other Identifies positions of lines in relation to each other.

Geometry: Lines
Any Material that Demonstrates Point of 
Origin, Endpoints, Rays, Line Segments Identifies parts of a line.

Geometry: Lines
Any Material that Demonstrates Straight, 
Curved and Broken Lines Identifies types of lines.

Geometry: Measurement of Parts of 
the Circle Straight Edge and Possibly a Compass Measures the radius and diameter of a circle.

Geometry: Nomenclature of Circles 
Fraction Insets or Plastic Fractions from 
the Elementary Fraction Box Identifies the parts of a circle.

Geometry: Surface Area
Volume Material and Teacher -Made 
Materials Calculates the surface area of a cone.

Geometry: Surface Area Volume Material, Construction Paper Calculates the surface area of a cylinder.

Geometry: Surface Area

Volume Material, Teacher -Made 
Materials, and Cut-Out Inset of the 
Largest Circle in the Geometric Cabinet Calculates the surface area of a sphere.

Geometry: Triangle As a Constructor Large Hexagon Box Explores the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties.

Geometry: Volume

Right Circular Cone, Cylinder, 
Rectangular Prism, Square- Based 
Pyramid, Triangular-Based Pyramid Calculates the volume of a cone.
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Geometry: Volume Volume Material, Construction Paper Calculates the volume of a sphere.

Graphs: 1

Various types of Graphs, Such As: Picture 
Graphs,Circle Graphs (Pie Charts), Bar 
graphs, Line Graphs and Scatter 
Distributions Reads graphs and draws conclusions and inferences from the graphically displayed information.

Graphs: 2

Various types of Graphs, Such As: Picture 
Graphs,Circle Graphs (Pie Charts), Bar 
graphs, Line Graphs and Scatter 
Distributions Prepares various graphs from written data.

Graphs: 4

Various types of Graphs, Such As: Picture 
Gaphs,Circle Graphs (Pie Charts), Bar 
graphs, Line Graphs and Scatter 
Distributions Redraws graphs using a different scale.

Graphs: 5
Data Information, Abstraction: Paper 
and Pencil, Tables Is able to use information to tabulate data.

Graphs: 6 Coordinate Graphs Understands the values within the quadrants in coordinate graphs.

Graphs: 6 Coordinate Graphs Is able to follow coordinate directions to complete a picture made by coordinates.

Graphs: 6 Coordinate Graphs Identifies the location of a given ordered pair on a grid.

Graphs: 6 Coordinate Graphs Is able to identify an ordered pair when given a location on a grid.

Graphs: 6 Coordinate Graphs
Locates points for given coordinates and names the coordinates of a given point in any of the four 
quadrants.

Inequalities: 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is familiar with the relationships between simple quantities of equal value: Equal To (=).

Inequalities: 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper
Is familiar with the relationships between simple quantities where one is greater than the other: Greater Than 
(>).

Inequalities: 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is familiar with the relationships between simple quantities where one is less than the other: Less Than (<).

Inequalities: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is familiar and works with equal relationships between quantities involving multiple operations: 3x2=3+3.

Inequalities: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper
Is familiar and works with relationships between quantities involving multiple operations, where one is greater 
than the other: 3x4>3+4.

Inequalities: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper
Is familiar and works with relationships between quantities involving multiple operations, where one is less 
than the other: 2x5<9-5.

Irrational Numbers Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Recognizes and finds the value of irrational numbers such as:  2 and  .

Math Operations: Division Golden Bead Materials Divides a four-digit number by a single- digit divisor, with no remainder, using the Golden Beads.

Math Operations: Division Stamp Game Divides a four-digit number by a single digit-divisor, with no remainder, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations: Division Stamp Game Divides a four-digit number by a single- digit divisor, with a remainder, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations: Division Stamp Game Divides a seven-digit number by a single- digit divisor, with or without a remainder, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations: Division Stamp Game Divides a seven-digit number by a two-digit divisor, with or without a remainder, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations: Division Stamp Game
Divides a seven-digit number by a three- or four-digit divisor, with or without a remainder, using the Stamp 
Game.

Math Operations: Division Test Tubes/ Rack & Tubes
Divides a four-digit number by a single- digit divisor, with a remainder, using the Long Division Test Tube 
material.

Math Operations: Division Test Tubes/ Rack & Tubes
Divides a seven-digit number by a single- digit divisor, with a remainder, using the Long Division Test Tube 
material.
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Math Operations: Division Test Tubes/ Rack & Tubes
Divides a seven-digit number by a two-digit divisor, with a remainder, using the Long Division Test Tube 
material.

Math Operations: Division Test Tubes/ Rack & Tubes
Divides a seven-digit number by a three- or four-digit divisor, with a remainder, using the Long Division Test 
Tube materials.

Math Operations: Division Golden Bead Materials Divides a four-digit number by a single- digit divisor, with a remainder, using the Golden Beads.
Math Operations: Dynamic Addition 
of Seven-Digit Addends: 1 Large Bead Frame Adds two seven-digit addends, with exchanging, using the Large Bead Frame.
Math Operations: Dynamic Addition: 
2 Stamp Game Adds quantities of up to four-digit addends, with exchanging, using the Stamp Game.
Math Operations: Dynamic 
Subtraction of One Seven-Digit 
Quantity from Another: 1 Large Bead Frame Subtracts one seven-digit number from another, with exchanging, using the Large Bead Frame.
Math Operations: Dynamic 
Subtraction: 1 Golden Bead Materials Subtracts two four-digit numbers, with exchanging, using the Golden Beads.
Math Operations: Dynamic 
Subtraction: 2 Stamp Game Subtracts two four-digit numbers, with exchanging, using the Stamp Game.
Math Operations: Static Addition of 
Seven-Digit Addends: 1 Large Bead Frame Adds two seven-digit addends, without exchanging, using the Large Bead Frame.

Math Operations: Static Addition: 3 Large Bead Frame Adds quantities of up to four-digit addends, without exchanging, using the Large Bead Frame.
Math Operations: Static Subtraction of 
One Seven-Digit Quantity from 
Another: 1 Golden Bead Materials Subtracts one seven-digit number from another, without exchanging, using the Golden Beads.
Math Operations: Static Subtraction of 
One Seven-Digit Quantity from 
Another: 2 Large Bead Frame Subtracts one seven-digit number from another, without exchanging, using the Large Bead Frame.

Math Operations: Static Subtraction: 2 Stamp Game Subtracts two four-digit numbers, without exchanging, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations:Multiplication Stamp Game Multiplies a seven-digit number by a two-digit multiplier, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations:Multiplication Large Bead Frame Multiplies a seven-digit number by a two-digit multiplier, using the Large Bead Frame.

Math Operations:Multiplication Multiplication Checkerboard Multiplies a seven-digit number by a two-digit multiplier, using the Multiplication Checkerboard.

Math Operations:Multiplication Flat Bead Frame Multiplies a seven-digit number by a two-digit multiplier, using the Flat Bead Frame.

Math Operations:Multiplication Junior Bank Game Demonstrates a knowledge of multiplication using the Junior Bank Game.

Math Operations:Multiplication

Abstraction - could be demonstrated by 
using Stamp Game, Bead Frames, Peg 
Board, Checkerboard, and the like Solves a written multiplication problem using multi-digit multipliers, with the use of concrete materials.

Math Operations:Multiplication Stamp Game Multiplies a quantity using a single-digit multiplier, using the Stamp Game.

Math Operations:Multiplication Large Bead Frame Multiplies a quantity using a single-digit  multiplier using the Large Bead Frame.

Math Operations:Multiplication Golden Bead Materials Multiplies a seven-digit number by a single-digit multiplier, using the Golden Beads.

Math Operations:Multiplication Multiplication Checkerboard Multiplies a seven-digit number by a single-digit multiplier, using the Multiplication Checkerboard.

Math Operations:Multiplication Flat Bead Frame Multiplies a seven-digit number by a single-digit multiplier using the Flat Bead Frame.

Math Operations:Multiplication Golden Bead Materials Multiplies a seven-digit number by a two-digit multiplier, using the Golden Beads.

Math Operations:Static Addition: 1 Golden Bead Materials Adds quantities of up to four-digit addends, with exchanging, using the Golden Beads.

Math Operations:Static Addition: 2 Stamp Game Adds quantities of up to four-digit addends, without exchanging, using the Stamp Game.
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Measurement: Length: 1
Straight Edge with Demarcations in 
Imperial or Metric Measurements Is able to recognize units of measure on a straight edge.

Measurement: Length: 1
Straight Edge with Demarcations in 
Imperial or Metric Measurements Is able to use a straight edge to determine the length of various objects.

Measurement: Length: 1
Straight Edge with Demarcations in 
Imperial or Metric Measurements Is able to round to the nearer unit when using a straight edge to measure various objects.

Measurement: Length: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to convert between imperial and metric measurement using a conversion table.

Measurement: Length: 2
Abstraction: Pencil and Paper and 
Straight Edge As Needed Solves word problems relating to measurement of length.

Measurement: Thermic: 1

Instruments of Measure Used to 
Determine Thermic Measurement in 
Imperial or Metric Units of Measure Is able to recognize units of measure on a thermometer.

Measurement: Thermic: 1

Instruments of Measure Used to 
Determine Thermic Measurement in 
Imperial or Metric Units of Measure Is able to use a thermometer to measure temperature.

Measurement: Thermic: 1

Instruments of Measure Used to 
Determine Thermic Measurement in 
Imperial or Metric Units of Measure and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil

Is able to apply knowledge of thermic measurement in practical applications, such as science, cooking, and 
the like.

Measurement: Thermic: 2

Instruments of Measure Used to 
Determine Thermic Measurement in 
Imperial or Metric Units of Measure and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to convert between imperial and metric measurement using a conversion table.

Measurement: Volume: 1

Instruments of Measure used to 
Determine Volume in Imperial or Metric 
Units of Measure Is able to recognize units of measure on containers used to determine volume.

Measurement: Volume: 1

Instruments of Measure used to 
Determine Volume in Imperial or Metric 
Units of Measure Is able to use beakers and containers, used for measuring volume, to determine volume.

Measurement: Volume: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to convert between imperial and metric measurement using a conversion table.

Measurement: Volume: 2

Instruments of Measure used to 
Determine Volume in Imperial or Metric 
Units of Measure Is able to apply knowledge of volume in practical applications, such as cooking, science, and the like.

Measurement: Volume: 2

Instruments of Measure used to 
Determine Volume in Imperial or Metric 
Units of Measure and Abstraction: Pencil 
and Paper Solves word problems relating to volumic measurement.

Measurement: Weight: 1

Instruments of Measure Used to 
Determine Weight in Imperial or Metric 
Units of Measure Is able to recognize units of measure on Balance Scale or the like.

Measurement: Weight: 1

Instruments of Measure Used to 
Determine Weight in Imperial or Metric 
Units of Measure Is able to use a variety of instruments of measure to determine the weight of various objects.

Measurement: Weight: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to convert between imperial and metric measurement using a conversion table.
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Measurement: Weight: 2
Abstraction: Pencil and Paper and 
Instrument of Measure as Needed Solves word problems relating to weight measurement.

Missing Addends Abstraction: Flash Cards or similar
Demonstrates ability to solve missing addends in addition problems involving two addends between 1 and 
10, without manipulatives, using only Flash Cards.

Negative Numbers Negative Snake Game Is able to work concretely with the Negative Snake Game in working with negative numbers.

Negative Numbers
Number Line with Positive and Negative 
Numbers in Numerical Order

Is able to recognize unsigned numbers represent positive numbers and that negative numbers are to the left 
of zero on the number line.

Negative Numbers Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to add and subtract positive and negative numbers.

Negative Numbers Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to multiply positive and negative numbers.

Negative Numbers Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to divide positive and negative numbers.

Negative Numbers Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Simplifies expressions using two or more operations and positive and negative numbers.

Negative Numbers Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Recognizes how a negative exponent effects the value of a number.

Negative Numbers Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to solve equations that use exponents with positive and negative values.

Order of Operations Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Solves equations and inequalities containing positive and negative numbers using the order of operations.

Percentages Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Understands that a ratio that has a second term of 100 is called a 'percent.'

Percentages Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Expresses ratios in percent terms.

Percentages Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to express a decimal fraction in percent terms.

Percentages Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to express a decimal fraction in both ratio and percent terms.

Percentages Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to express a fraction in both decimal fraction and percent terms.

Percentages Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to express a percent as a decimal fraction.

Probability

Various Teacher- Made Materials and 
Preferably a Kit with Dice, Pinners and 
Didactic Materials 

Understands that in mathematics many predications can be made and are determined by data collected 
in a variety of ways; the lesson difficulties will progress  each year.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to solve word problems relating to distance and time.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to use the method of drawing a picture or diagram to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to use the method of making an organized list to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to use the method of making a table to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to use the method of solving a simpler, related problem to solve a more complex problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to find a pattern to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to use the 'guess-and-check' method in order to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to act out a scenario in order to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to work backwards in order to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to figure out and write an equation in order to solve a problem.

Problem Solving Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to alter one's point of view or perspective in order to solve a problem.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to addition patterns.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to multiplication patterns.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to factors, multiples, and primes.
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Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to divisibility.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to fractions.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to decimal fractions.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to geometry concepts.

Problem Solving
Didactic Materials as Needed and 
Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Is able to solve word problems relating to measurement.

Proportion Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to understand that a proportion is a statement of equality between ratios.

Ratio Concepts Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Is able to understand that a ratio may show a rate and can be written in two ways: either as a fraction or as 
two numbers separated by a colon and is read with the word 'to.'

Ratio Concepts Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to read a rate and write it in both ratio formats and is able to read the ratio correctly.

Ratio Concepts Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to identify equal ratios and find equivalent ratios, multiplying by the Multiplicative Identity.

Ratio Concepts Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Is able to find equal ratios by dividing by the Multiplicative Identity.

Scientific Notation Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Converts large whole numbers to scientific notation.

Scientific Notation Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Converts very small decimal fractions to scientific notation.

Square Roots: 1 Golden Beads
Is able to calculate the square root of a binomial by using the Golden Beads and reading the side of the 
square.

Square Roots: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to calculate the square roots of binomials.

Square Roots: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to calculate the square root of trinomials.

Squaring of Numbers: 1 Bead Bars Is able to create squares using the Bead Bars.

Squaring of Numbers: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to calculate the square of a binomial using algebraic nomenclature.

Squaring of Numbers: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to calculate the square of a trinomial using algebraic nomenclature.

Statistics: 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Is able to find the average of a set of numbers abstractly.

Statistics: 1
Materials that Can Be Used to Show 
Averages Is able to find the average between a set of numbers concretely.

Statistics: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Determines the mean for given data.

Statistics: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Identifies the mean on a graph.

Statistics: 2
Data Information, Abstraction: Paper 
and Pencil Understands the terms: mean, mode, median.

Statistics: 3 Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Determines the mode for given data.

Statistics: 3 Abstraction: Paper and Pencil Identifies the mode on a graph.

Statistics: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper Identifies the median on a distribution table.

Statistics: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Determines the median for given data.
The Passage to Abstraction: Addition: 
1

Golden Beads, Stamp Game, Bead 
Frames

Demonstrates ability to solve addition problems with two addends totaling up to 9,999, without the use of 
concrete manipulative materials.

The Passage to Abstraction: Addition: 
2 Abstraction: Pencil and paper

Demonstrates ability to solve addition problems with multiple addends up to 9,999,999, without the use of 
concrete manipulative materials.

The Passage to Abstraction: Division: 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Solves a written division problem with numbers up to four digits, divided by a single-digit divisor, with no 
remainder.
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The Passage to Abstraction: Division: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Solves a written division problem with numbers up to four digits divided by a single-digit divisor, with a 
remainder.

The Passage to Abstraction: Division: 3 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Solves a written division problem with numbers up to seven digits, divided by a single-digit divisor, with or 
without a remainder.

The Passage to Abstraction: Division: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Solves a written division problem with numbers up to seven digits divided by a two-digit divisor, with or 
without a remainder.

The Passage to Abstraction: Division: 5 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper
Solves a written division problem with numbers up to seven digits divided by a three- or four-digit divisor, with 
or without a remainder.

The Passage to Abstraction: 
Multiplication: 1 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Solves a written multiplication problem by multiplying numbers up to four digits by a single-digit multiplier.
The Passage to Abstraction: 
Multiplication: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Solves a written multiplication problem by multiplying numbers up to seven digits by a single-digit multiplier.
The Passage to Abstraction: 
Multiplication: 3 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Solves a written multiplication problem by multiplying numbers up to seven digits by a two-digit multiplier.
The Passage to Abstraction: 
Multiplication: 4 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Solves a written multiplication problem by multiplying large quantities by multi-digit multipliers.

The Passage To Abstraction: 
Subtraction: 1

Abstraction - could be demonstrated by 
using Stamp Game, Golden Beads and 
the like, or pencil and paper

Solves a written subtraction problem without the use of any concrete manipulative learning materials - 
numbers up to four digits.

The Passage To Abstraction: 
Subtraction: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and  Paper

Solves a written subtraction problem without the use of any concrete manipulative learning materials - 
numbers up to seven digits.

Working with Money: 1
Coins and Bills Reflecting Specific 
Currency Identifies and names units of currency.

Working with Money: 1
Coins and Bills Reflecting Specific 
Currency Is able to count units of currency.

Working with Money: 1
Coins and Bills Reflecting Specific 
Currency Is able to make change with money.

Working with Money: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Calculates simple interest on a loan or savings account.

Working with Money: 2 Abstraction:  Pencil and Paper Converts US currency into a given foreign currency and vice versa.
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position
Explores position in space and direction through bodily movement and in the context of the classroom, 
garden, and playground.

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position
Explores the school, garden, playground, and neighborhood by means of short walks, where he/she 
develops an awareness of various features (landmarks) and their position in relation to one another.

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position
Demonstrates understanding of the basic terms used to describe an object's position in the environment: 
top, bottom, low, high, lower, higher, in front of, behind, right, left, etc.

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position Describes own position and movement with increasing confidence.
Position and Direction Initial experience: Position Uses the names of points of interest in their environment with increasing confidence and accuracy.

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position

Views various objects (such as Geometric Solids, historical artifacts) from different angles to begin to 
develop an awareness that objects look very different from different angles; comments on what he/she 
notices.

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position Draws solid objects (e.g., Geometric Solids) from different angles.

Position and Direction Initial experience: Position
Looks at an arrangement of simple objects in a limited space and draws them from above, creating a 
simple map or plan of their relationship to one another.

The Earth: 1 Land, Air and Water
Works with the Land, Air, and Water activity to develop an understanding that the Earth is comprised of 
three major constituents (air, land, and water); matches images to corresponding containers.

The Earth: 1 Land, Air and Water
Reads the labels associated with the Land, Air, and Water activity and places them in relation to 
corresponding containers and/or images.

The Earth: 1 Land, Air and Water
Explores the Land and Water Globe to gain an understanding that the Earth is comprised of large bodies 
of land and water surrounded by a shallow blanket of air.

The Earth: 1 Land, Air and Water Distinguish between the representations of land masses and the oceans on the Land and Water Globe.

The Earth: 1 Land, Air and Water
Explains that the Earth is shaped like a sphere and is represented in a much smaller scale by a globe, 
using the Land and Water Globe, the Continent Globe, or a standard school globe.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms
Looks at albums showing classic images of various land and water forms, discussing obvious features and 
exploring relevant language.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms Sensorially explores the various land and water forms through work with the Land Forms materials.
The Earth: 1 Land and water forms Matches the Land Form trays to the corresponding graphic representations and images of land forms.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms

Identifies and names the following major land and water forms: island, lake, bay, cape, peninsula, 
isthmus, strait, archipelago, and system of lakes using either the three-dimensional trays or the cards 
which correspond with them.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms Locates examples of each of the land and water forms on the Land and Water Globe.
The Earth: 1 Land and water forms Reads names of Land and Water Forms and places cards next to the models or corresponding cards.
The Earth: 1 Land and water forms Reads definitions of Land and Water Forms and pairs with the corresponding vocabulary labels.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms
Reads simple Command Cards relating to the Land and Water Forms and demonstrates understanding 
by carrying out the instruction.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms Makes own models of land and water forms using papier machÈ or clay.

The Earth: 1 Land and water forms
Notices (in pictures, videos, or while traveling) that there are other land forms and features in the 
landscape and wants to know their names; develops an interest in the physical features of the Earth.

Mapping 1 Continents Globe Identifies and names the continents on the Continents Globe.
Mapping 1 World Puzzle Map Sensorially explores the World Puzzle Map, removing and replacing the pieces.

Mapping 1 Globe and Flat Maps
Demonstrates a beginning understanding that the flat maps represent the same land and water 
features as a globe, using a globe, a flattened rubber ball, and the World Puzzle Map.

Mapping 1 World Puzzle Map - Continents Identifies and names the continents using the World Puzzle Map.
Mapping 1 World Puzzle Map - Oceans Identifies and names the oceans using the World Puzzle Map.
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Mapping 1 Globe and Globe Projection Map 
Demonstrates a deepening understanding that the flat maps represent the same land and water 
features as a globe using a globe projection map.

Mapping 2 World Puzzle Map - Tracing pieces to make a map Makes own map of the continents tracing the pieces of the World Puzzle Map

Mapping 2 World Puzzle Map and Outline Control Map
Using the World Puzzle Map, matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes on the 
corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 2
Puzzle Map of the World and the Puzzle Maps of Each 
Continent

Given a continent puzzle pieces from the World Puzzle Map, can find the corresponding Puzzle Map for 
each continent.

Mapping 2 Puzzle Map of North America and Outline Control Map
Using the Puzzle Map of North America, matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes 
on the corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3
Puzzle Map of North America without Outline Control 
Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of North America without using the Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of North America - Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of North America, identifies and names the countries.
Mapping 3

Puzzle Map of North America - Tracing pieces to make a 
map

Makes own map of North America, using the pieces of the corresponding Puzzle Map to trace each 
country.

Mapping 4
Puzzle Map of North America - Reading Names of the 
Countries

Using the Puzzle Map of North America, reads country names and relates them to the corresponding 
puzzle pieces.

Mapping 4 Booklet of countries of North America
Makes own booklets with outlines of countries traced from the Puzzle Map of North America and adds 
their printed names.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of the United States and Outline Control Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of the United States without the use of the Outline Control Map.

Mapping 2 Puzzle Map of South America and Outline Control Map
Using the Puzzle Map of South America, matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes 
on the corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 2
Puzzle Map of the United States - Identifes the State they 
live in Can identity the puzzle piece for the State in which they live on the Puzzle Map of the United States.

Mapping 3
Puzzle Map of South America without Outline Control 
Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of South America without using the Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of South America - Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of South America, identifies and names the countries.

Mapping 3
Puzzle Map of South America - Tracing pieces to make a 
map

Makes own map of South America, using the pieces of the corresponding Puzzle Map to trace each 
country.

Mapping 4
Puzzle Map of South America - Reading Names of the 
Countries

Using the Puzzle Map of South America, reads country names and relates them to the corresponding 
puzzle pieces.

Mapping 4 Booklet of countries of South America
Makes own booklets with outlines of countries traced from the Puzzle Map of South America and adds 
their printed names.

Mapping 2 Puzzle Map of Europe and Outline Control Map
Using the Puzzle Map of Europe, matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes on the 
corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Europe without Outline Control Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of Europe without using the Outline Control Map.
Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Europe - Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of Europe, identifies and names the countries.
Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Europe - Tracing pieces to make a map Makes own map of Europe, using the pieces of the corresponding Puzzle Map to trace each country.

Mapping 4 Puzzle Map of Europe - Reading Names of the Countries
Using the Puzzle Map of Europe, reads country names and relates them to the corresponding puzzle 
pieces.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of the United States - Names of the Countries Identifies and names the states or provinces of the country.

Mapping 4 Booklet of countries of Europe
Makes own booklets with outlines of countries traced from the Puzzle Map of Europe and adds their 
printed names.

Mapping 2 Puzzle Map of Asia and Outline Control Map
Using the Puzzle Map of Asia matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes on the 
corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Asia without Outline Control Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of Asia without using the Outline Control Map.
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Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Asia - Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of Asia identifies and names the countries.
Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Asia - Tracing pieces to make a map Makes own map of Asia using the pieces of the corresponding Puzzle Map to trace each country.

Mapping 4 Puzzle Map of Asia - Reading Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of Asia, reads country names and relates them to the corresponding puzzle pieces.

Mapping 4 Booklet of countries of Asia
Makes own booklets with outlines of countries traced from the Puzzle Map of Asia and adds their printed 
names.

Mapping 2 Puzzle Map of Africa and Outline Control Map
Using the Puzzle Map of Africa matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes on the 
corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Africa without Outline Control Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of Africa without using the Outline Control Map.
Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Africa - Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of Africa identifies and names the countries.

Mapping 3
Puzzle Map of the United States - Makes own map of the 
United States

Makes own map of the United States tracing the whole country onto a large sheet of paper and then 
tracing the individual states; may label map with names of the states or provinces.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Africa - Tracing pieces to make a map Makes own map of Africa using the pieces of the corresponding Puzzle Map to trace each country.

Mapping 4 Puzzle Map of Africa - Reading Names of the Countries
Using the Puzzle Map of Africa reads country names and relates them to the corresponding puzzle 
pieces.

Mapping 4 Booklet of countries of Africa
Makes own booklets with outlines of countries traced from the Puzzle Map of Africa and adds their 
printed names.

Mapping 2 Puzzle Map of Oceania and Outline Control Map
Using the Puzzle Map of Oceania matches the pieces from the Puzzle Map to their outline shapes on the 
corresponding Outline Control Map.

Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Oceania without Outline Control Map Constructs the Puzzle Map of Oceania without using the Outline Control Map.
Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Oceania - Names of the Countries Using the Puzzle Map of Oceania identifies and names the countries.
Mapping 3 Puzzle Map of Oceania - Tracing pieces to make a map Makes own map of Oceania using the pieces of the corresponding Puzzle Map to trace each country.

Mapping 4
Puzzle Map of Oceania - Reading Names of the 
Countries

Using the Puzzle Map of Oceania reads country names and relates them to the corresponding puzzle 
pieces.

Mapping 4 Booklet of countries of Oceania
Makes own booklets with outlines of countries traced from the Puzzle Map of Oceania and adds their 
printed names.

Mapping skills 3
Labeling a blank map of the states or provinces of the 
country in which you live

Prepares written name tags to label the states of the United States, placing them on the corresponding 
Puzzle Map or a blank outline map.

Mapping skills 3 Labeling a blank map of North America
Prepares written name tags to label the countries of North America, placing them on the corresponding 
Puzzle Map or blank outline map.

Mapping skills 3 Labeling a blank map of South America
Prepares written name tags to label the countries of South America, placing them on the corresponding 
Puzzle Map or blank outline map.

Mapping skills 3 Labeling a blank map of Europe
Prepares written name tags to label the countries of Europe, placing them on the corresponding Puzzle 
Map or blank outline map.

Mapping skills 3 Labeling a blank map of Africa
Prepares written name tags to label the countries of Africa, placing them on the corresponding Puzzle 
Map or blank outline map.

Mapping skills 3 Labeling a blank map of Asia
Prepares written name tags to label the countries of Asia, placing them on the corresponding Puzzle 
Map or blank outline map.

Mapping skills 3 Labeling a blank map of Oceania
Prepares written name tags to label the countries of Oceania, placing them on the corresponding Puzzle 
Map or blank outline map.

Mapping skills - 
Introduction to 
compass directions 3 Map and Compass Uses a simple compass to identify the directions north, east, south, and west.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 3 

Reading a map - determining the distance between two 
points along a route Determines the distance along a given route between two points, using the map scale.
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Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 3 

Map Reading -   recognizing the size of cities and towns 
as portrayed on  maps Determines the size of cities and towns on a highway map, using the map key.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 3 

Map Reading -   recognizing the size of roadways 
portrayed on maps Distinguishes among the kinds of roads shown on a highway map, using the map key.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 3 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Locates a point on a detailed chart given its longitude and latitude in degrees, minutes, and seconds.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading  3 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Identifies time zone differences on a globe using longitude.
Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 3

Map reading - recognizing climate data shown 
symbolically on maps Uses a pictographic map from an atlas to determine what type of climate(s) exist within a given country.

Mapping Skills - Map    
making 3 GPS mapping tools Explains how GPS navigation systems work.
Mapping Skills - Map    
making 3 GPS mapping tools Explains, in simple terms, how a satellite image system, such as Google Earth, works.
Cultural geography 1 Flags Identifies flag of own country.
Cultural geography 1 Flags Communicates an awareness of flags as symbols of countries.
Cultural geography 1 Flags Matches pictures of flags of various countries.
Cultural geography 1 Flags Identifies and names the flags of various countries.
Cultural geography 1 Flags Identifies and names the flags of many countries from own continent.
Cultural geography 1 Flags Draws or makes flags using various media (drawing, tracing, cutting, pasting, etc.).

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Identifies and names the flags of many countries, including large countries and the countries of origin of 
all children in the class.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Displays an interest in and explores various components of the flags of different countries, noting how 
certain symbols can give a clue as to the history or location of a country.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Displays an interest in and explores the flags of various associations and other groups (other than 
countries) as well as some of the uses of flags.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Matches the countries of North America with their flags, using the corresponding Puzzle Map or blank 
outline map.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Matches the countries of South America with their flags, using the corresponding Puzzle Map or blank 
outline map.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Matches the countries of Europe with their flags, using the corresponding Puzzle Map or blank outline 
map.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Matches the countries of Africa with their flags, using the corresponding Puzzle Map or blank outline 
map.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Matches the countries of Oceania with their flags, using the corresponding Puzzle Map or blank outline 
map.

Cultural geography 1 Flags
Identifies and matches the flags of the states or provinces of the country in which he or she lives with the 
corresponding Puzzle Map or blank outline map of the country.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Oktoberfest

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional German 
celebration of Oktoberfest. Celebrated in Year B.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Rosh Hashanah 

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional 
Jewish/American holiday of Rosh Hashanah. (Falls between September 5 and October 5) Observed 
Annually.
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Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Yom Kippur

Describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the Jewish High Holy Day of Atonement, Yom 
Kippur. (Falls between September 15 and October 15) Observed Annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations International Day of Peace Participates in celebration and discussion of the International Day of Peace. Celebrated annually
Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations International Cultural Festival

Participates in celebration and discussion of International Children's Day. Celebrated annually (normally 
in October)

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Halloween

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Halloween. (October 31). Optional or observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Election Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of Election Day (first Tuesday in 
November in election years in USA).

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Thanksgiving

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
holiday, Thanksgiving. (3rd Thursday in November). Celebrated annually.Traditional American 

and International Diwali
Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional Indian 
celebration of Diwali. Celebrated in Year C.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Hanukkah

Describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional Jewish/American holiday, 
Hanukkah (November or December). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Kwanzaa

Describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional African/American celebration of 
Kwanzaa. Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Traditional American Christmas

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional 
Christian/American celebration of Christmas. (December 25).  Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations European Christmas traditions Describes the origins and meaning of the traditional ways Christmas is celebrated in the Europe. Year B.
Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Martin Luther King's Day and Black History Month

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
holiday, Martin Luther King's Day (January 15) and Black History Month (February). Celebrated annually.
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Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Inauguration Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the American celebration of 
Inauguration Day (every four years after a Presidential election; occurs in January).

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Ground Hog Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Ground Hog Day (February). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Chinese New Year

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional celebration 
of Chinese New Year. (January or February) Celebrated annually in some schools or in Year C.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Abraham Lincoln's Birthday

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Abraham Lincoln's Birthday (February 12). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Valentine's Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Valentine's Day (February 14). Celebrated annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Carnival/Mardi Gras

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional Brazilian 
celebrations of Carnival/Mardi Gras (February/March). Celebrated annually or in Year A.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations George Washington's Birthday

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of George Washington's Birthday (February 22). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Montessori Week

Participates in celebration and discussion of Montessori Education Week: The story of Maria Montessori. 
Observed annually in late February.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations St. Patrick's Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional 
Irish/American celebration of St. Patrick's Day (March). Celebrated annually/Celebrated as part of a unit 
on Ireland in Year B

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Passover

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional 
Jewish/American holiday of Passover. (March/April). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Easter

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional 
Christian/American celebration of Easter (March/April). Observed annually.
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Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Arbor Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Arbor Day. Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Earth Day

Participates in celebration and discussion of Earth Day. Montessori schools often celebrate Earth Day 
and Arbor Day together as one festival. Celebrated annually in April

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Cinco de Mayo

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional 
Mexican/American celebration of CinÁo de Mayo (May 5). Observed annually / Observed in Year A as 
part of a unit on Mexico.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Mother's Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Mother's Day (May). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Father's Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Father's Day (June). Observed annually.

Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Flag Day

Participates in and describes in increasing detail the origins and meaning of the traditional American 
celebration of Flag Day (June). Observed annually.

Cultural Geography 2 Continent Studies Explores contents of the various Treasure Boxes containing artifacts.

Cultural Geography 2 Continent Studies
Identifies different styles of dress, housing, transport, and foods as belonging to a specific country of 
study.

Cultural Geography 3 
Research and Reports

Lessons in gathering information from age-appropriate 
resource materials

Investigates and gathers information about the physical and cultural geography of the nations of the 
world from the encyclopedia and classroom resource books.

Cultural Geography 3 
Research and Reports

Lessons in organizing and preparing presentation/poster 
board presentations Prepares presentation/poster board reports on given countries from around the world.

Cultural Geography 3 
Research and Reports Continent Studies Is able to do a simple country research pertaining to a specific country of study.
Cultural Geography 3 
Research and Reports Continent Studies Is able to do an in-depth country research pertaining to a specific country of study.
Cultural Geography 3 
Research and Reports

Lessons in preparing digital presentations to support an 
oral report

Uses Power Point, or similar digital presentation software, to prepare presentations that illustrate and 
enhance oral reports.

Cultural Geography 3 
Research and Reports

Lessons in giving oral presentations and age-appropriate  
resource materials Prepares and gives oral reports on given countries from around the world.

Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Studies the flags from each country included in the continent of study;  researches the history of the 
countries' flags or researches the history of a specific country's flag; includes the reason for the design 
and the color of the flag/s; draws and colors the flag/s; and includes whether the flag has changed 
from the original flag and an explanation of the reasons for change.
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Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Studies the different animals and their habitats across a continent. All aspects about the animal/s such 
as habitat, life cycle, characteristics, environmental impact on humans, and the impact of humans on 
the animal are included in the study.

Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Studies the different plant species/native plants and their habitats across the continent. All aspects 
about the plants, such as habitat, life cycle, characteristics, environmental impact on humans, and 
impact of humans on the species are included in the study.

Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Studies Land and Water Forms of a continent (physical geography of the continent). Study includes the 
continent's climate and all aspects of meteorology; includes a large detailed physical map of the 
continent.

Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Studies the political geography of a region.  This research includes detailed information about the 
various governments in a certain region or an entire continent. This would probably become a 
compare/contrast type report. An individual country's government could also be studied, including a 
timeline through present-day history about the government.

Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Studies the economics of a specific country or region, including information on the various types of 
goods manufactured/ grown/mined in a specific country or region; researches the various aspects of 
imports and exports and the impact they have on the country's economy.

Cultural Geography 4 
Research and Reports Continent Studies

Completes an in-depth study so as to be able to draw, label, and color a variety of maps about the 
continent of study. Maps may include: political map, physical map, biome map, map of animals, map 
of plants, economic map, map of archeological sites, map of ancient civilizations.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading World Maps Locates a given country on a detailed map.

Mapping Skills 4 Flag of the state or province in which one lives
Identifies and matches the flag of the state or province in which he or she lives with a corresponding 
Puzzle Map or blank outline map of the country.

Mapping Skills 5 Mapping
Using a scale model of the classroom, the child duplicates the layout of the furniture in the classroom on 
a simple scale model.

Mapping Skills - 
Introduction to 
Compass Directions 1 Map and Compass - Introduction

Identifies the North and South Poles on the Continent Globe and distinguishes between ëmovement' on 
the globe in a northerly or southerly direction.

Mapping Skills - 
Introduction to 
Compass Directions 1 Map and Compass - Introduction Identifies the north, south, east, and west walls of the classroom.
Mapping Skills - 
Introduction to 
Compass Directions 1 Map and Compass - Introduction On command,' the child moves X-steps north, east, south, or west in the classroom.
Mapping Skills - 
Introduction to 
Compass Directions 1 Map and Compass - Introduction Identifies the directions north, east, south, and west outside on the playground.
Mapping Skills - 
Introduction to 
Compass Directions 2 Map and Compass Understands and demonstrates the concept of moving to the north, south, east, and west on a map.
Mapping Skills - Using a 
Compass 1  Map and Compass

Using a simple compass, on command, the child can move X-steps north, east, south, or west in the 
classroom or outside.

Mapping Skills - Using a 
Compass 1  Map and Compass

Using a simple compass, the child can identify the directions northeast, northwest, southeast, and 
southwest outside.
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Mapping Skills - Using a 
Compass 2  Map and Compass

Identifies the relative position of any point on a map as being north, northeast, east, southeast, south, 
southwest, west, or northwest of any other given point.

Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 4 Map reading - symbols used on maps

Identifies the symbols used to represent parks, schools, hospitals, bridges, and other major points of 
interest on maps.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 1 Map Reading - Measuring Distance Measures distance between two points on a map using the mileage scale.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 1 Reading a map to find a specific location

Locates a specific location on a simple grid using the horizontal and vertical coordinates printed along 
the sides.

Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 1 Reading a map to find  a specific location Locates a specific location using the grid coordinates given on a road map.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 2 Reading a map to find directions to a specific location Reads a street map to determine the best route between two places.
Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 2 Reading a map to find directions to a specific location

Uses a local area map to plan the route from school to a field-trip destination, and then uses it to instruct 
the driver along the way.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 2 Reading a map to find directions to a specific location Uses a local street map to find his/her way around an unfamiliar area.

Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 4

Map Reading -   geographical features portrayed on 
maps

Uses a pictographic map from an atlas to determine the major features of a given country's terrain: 
elevation above sea level; mountain ranges; natural barriers to travel; logical land and water 
transportation routes.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 5

Map Reading -   geographical features portrayed on a 
map Reads a contour map to determine the elevation of any given point.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 5

Map Reading -   geographical features portrayed on a 
map Determines the direction of river flow on a map that shows elevation.

Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 1 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Locates the Equator and Prime Meridian on a globe or map.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 1 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Identifies the Northern and Southern Hemispheres.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 1 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Locates on a globe or map the Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of Capricorn, Arctic Circle, and Antarctic Circle.
Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 2 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Demonstrates that parallels of latitude indicate direction north and south of the Equator.
Mapping 
Skills Longitude and 
Latitude 1 Grid Systems

Uses the concepts of absolute location  (e.g., using grid systems) and relative location (e.g., direction, 
reference to neighboring states, and water features).

Mapping 
Skills Longitude and 
Latitude 1 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude

Distinguishes between meridians of longitude and parallels of latitude and uses the Equator and Prime 
Meridian to identify Northern, Southern, Eastern, and Western Hemispheres.

Mapping Skills - Map  
Reading 1 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Demonstrates that medians of longitude represent direction east and west of the Prime Meridian.
Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 2 Map Reading -  Lines of Longitude and Latitude Locates a point on a map or globe given its longitude and latitude in degrees.
Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 1 Map reading - national boundaries Identifies the symbols used to represent national boundaries on a political map.
Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 2

Map reading - state/provincial boundaries within a 
country

Distinguishes among the different levels of political subdivisions shown on a map: nations; states or 
provinces; counties; and cities.
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Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 2

Map Reading - recognizing economic and natural 
resource symbols used on maps

Uses a pictographic map from an atlas to determine a country's major natural resources, agricultural 
products, and industries by region.

Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 2

Map Reading - recognizing average rainfall shown 
symbolically on maps Uses a pictographic map from an atlas to determine a country's annual rainfall by region.

Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 4

Map Reading - recognizing population-density patterns 
shown symbolically on maps

Uses a pictographic map from an atlas to determine the size of a given country's cities and the pattern 
of how its population is distributed.

Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 5

Map Reading - analyzing  population patterns from 
symbols on maps  

Analyzes the information given in all of these maps to suggest why the major population centers of a 
given country were located where they are now.

Mapping Skills - Using 
an Atlas 5 Map Reading - using an atlas

Uses the atlas' index or table of contents to determine which map would be appropriate for a given 
task.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 1 History of Map Making

Briefly describes the history of map making: the importance of maps in trade; exploration; warfare 
before 1900; and how early maps were developed .

Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 1 Preparing one's own map to scale Makes an accurate map of the school campus.
Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 2 Online Mapping Tools

Uses online tools, such as Google Earthô and Google Mapsô, to locate and investigate specific places 
of interest around the world.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 4 Aerial and Satellite Imaging Describes how modern cartographers prepare maps from the air and from space.
Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 4 Using Aerial Photos as Maps

Locates familiar points on the school campus or around the community from an aerial photograph or 
Google Earthô image.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 5 Contour Maps

Explains the importance and everyday use of contour maps in hiking, construction, and aircraft 
navigation.

Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 5 Contour Maps Explains how contour maps are prepared by land-surveying methods.
Mapping Skills - Map 
Making 5 Contour Maps Constructs a three-dimensional map model of a Contour Map out of overlapping cardboard.
Mapping Skills - Map 
Reading 5 Contour Maps

Uses a Contour Map (with a compass) on a hike or on a camping trip to determine his/her position and 
find the best route.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Locating and identifying the world's major islands Identifies the major islands of the world on a map.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Locating and identifying the world's major lakes Identifies the major lakes of the world on a map.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Locating and identifying the world's major deserts Identifies the major deserts of the world on a map.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Locating and identifying the world's major rivers Identifies the major rivers of the world on a map.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Identifying geological formations

Identifies the following geological land formations on a three-dimensional model: mountains, foothills, 
valleys, plateaus, canyons, mesas, river palisades, volcanoes, and crater lakes.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Weather and Erosion Understands and explains the water cycle.
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The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Interior Regions of the Earth Identifies on a chart the interior regions of the Earth.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Interior Regions of the Earth

Describes in simple terms what scientists know or believe to be true about the interior regions of the 
Earth.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Continental Shelves Describes continental shelves in simple terms.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Tectonic Plates and Continental Drift Explains the concept of tectonic plates and continental drift in simple terms.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Earthquakes Describes earthquakes and the damage that they can cause.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Earthquakes

Explains in simple terms that earthquakes are the result of opposing pressure and slippage between two 
tectonic plates.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Volcanoes Describes in simple terms what scientists know or believe to be true about volcanoes.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Volcanoes Identifies the major regions of volcanic activity in the world today.
Climates and 
Environments Climates

Explains and gives examples of how the climate and environment that people live in strongly affects 
their lives.

The Geographical 
Features of the World 1 Weather and Erosion

Explains the concept of how wind, water, and weather erode and deposit soil and sand to continue to 
shape the surface of the Earth.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes the climate and environment of desert regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in the desert.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in the desert.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes how people dress in the desert.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes and names some examples of shelter and housing typically found in desert regions.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in the desert.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Desert Describes the lives of children who live in desert regions.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes the climate and environment of rain forest regions around the world.
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Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in the rain forest.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in the rain forest.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes and names some examples of how people dress in the rain forest.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes and names some examples of shelter and housing typically found in rain forests.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in the rain forest.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: The Rain Forest Describes the lives of children who live in rain forest regions.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions Describes the climate and environment of tundra regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions

Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in tundra regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions

Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in tundra regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions Describes and names some examples of how people dress in tundra regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions Describes and names housing typically found in tundra regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions

Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in tundra regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Tundra and Polar Regions Describe the lives of children who live in tundra regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands Describes the climate and environment of grassland regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands

Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in grassland regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands

Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in grassland regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands Describes and names some examples of how people dress in grassland regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands

Describes and names some examples of shelter and housing typically found in grassland regions around 
the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands

Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in grassland regions around 
the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Grasslands Describes the lives of children who live in grassland regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests Describes the climate and environment of temperate forest regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests

Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in temperate forest regions 
around the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests

Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in temperate forest regions 
around the world.
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Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests Describes and names some examples of how people dress in temperate forest regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests

Describes and names some examples of shelter and housing typically found in temperate forest regions 
around the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests

Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in temperate forest regions 
around the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Temperate Forests Describes the lives of children who live in temperate forest regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions Describes the climate and environment of mountainous regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions

Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in mountainous regions around 
the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions

Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in mountainous regions around 
the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions Describes and names some examples of how people dress in mountainous regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions

Describes and names some examples of shelter and housing typically found in mountainous regions 
around the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions

Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in mountainous regions 
around the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Mountainous Regions Describes the lives of children who live in mountainous regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands Describes the climate and environment of wetland regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands

Describes and names some examples of plants that are typically found in wetland regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands

Describes and names some examples of animals that are typically found in wetland regions around the 
world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands Describes and names some examples of how people dress in wetland regions around the world.
Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands

Describes and names some examples of shelter and housing typically found in wetland regions around 
the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands

Describes and names some examples of traditional modes of transportation in wetland regions around 
the world.

Climates and 
Environments Biome Study: Wetlands Describes the lives of children who live in wetland regions around the world.
Famous Buildings of the 
World Famous Buildings of the World Identifies famous buildings in the nations of North America on a map.
World Capitals Atlas or Maps Identifies the capital cities of the nations of North America on a map.
World Capitals Atlas or Maps Identifies the capital cities of the nations of South America on a map.
World Capitals Atlas or Maps Identifies the capital cities of the nations of Europe on a map.
World Capitals Atlas or Maps Identifies the nations of Asia and their capital cities on a map.
World Capitals Atlas or Maps Identifies the nations of Africa and their capital cities on a map.
World Capitals Atlas or Maps Identifies the nations of Oceania and their capital cities on a map.
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Regions of the Country 
in Which We Live The City in Which We Live Investigates and gathers, from many resources, information about the city in which we live.

Regions of the Country 
in Which We Live The State or Province in Which We Live

Investigates and gathers information about the state in which we live from many resources, including the 
encyclopedia, classroom resource books, artifacts, audio-visual materials, and field trips.

Regions of the Country 
in Which We Live Investigating the Regions of the Country in Which We Live

Investigates and gathers, from many resources, information about the region of the country in which we 
live.

Regions of the Country 
in Which We Live

Identifying the States or Provinces of the Regions of the 
Country in Which We Live Identifies the states/provinces that make up each of the regions of the country in which we live.

Regions of the Country 
in Which We Live

The Physical Geography of the Regions of the Country in 
Which We Live Describes the physical geography of the land in each of the regions of the country in which we live.

Regions of the United 
States The Major Cities  of the Country in Which We Live Identifies the major cities within each of the states or provinces of the country in which he or she lives.
Regions of the United 
States

Age-Appropriate Atlas and Resource Material about the 
Country in which One Lives

Identifies the major natural resources and industries of each region of the country in which he or she 
lives.

Regions of the United 
States

Cultural Heritage of the Major Cultural Groups Found in 
the Regions of One's Country Describe the cultural heritage and traditions of each region of the country in which he or she lives.

Regions of the United 
States

History of the Major Cultural Groups Found in the Regions 
of One's Country Identifies the ethnic groups that have settled in each reach region of the country in which he or she lives.

The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Positioning on the Globe Develops an imaginary island, and place it on the Earth, giving its longitude and latitude.
The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Geographical Features

Develops a scientifically plausible map and description of the interior geographical features of his/her 
imaginary island.

The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Topology

Develops a scientifically plausible description of the topography and drainage patterns of his/her 
imaginary island.

The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Coastline

Develops a scientifically plausible map and description of the coastal features of his/her imaginary 
island.

The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Climate

Develops a scientifically plausible description of the climate that would be found on his/her imaginary 
island, explaining what factors would contribute to its climate.

The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Flora and Fauna

Develops a scientifically plausible description of the flora and fauna of his/her imaginary island and how 
it came to be there.

The Imaginary Island 
Study Imaginary Island: Culture of the Inhabitants

Develops a scientifically plausible description of the people and their culture and history on his/her 
imaginary island and how their ancestors came to live there.
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element
Day and Night Initial experiences: Time Is able to explain the basic concepts of day and night.
Vocabulary of Time Initial experiences: Time Uses vocabulary of time in daily conversation.
Initial Experiences with 
Time How long is a year?

Displays an understanding of concept of a year as the time if takes for the Earth to revolve around the 
Sun through participation in the traditional Montessori Birthday Ceremony.

Initial Experiences with 
Time Sensorial exploration of time Explores the language and measurement of time through various timers and clocks.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Linear Calendar

Collaborates in compiling a linear calendar for the class, which includes points of interest, such as the 
weather and special events.

Initial Experiences with 
Time Tomorrow, today, and yesterday Explores concepts of tomorrow, today, and yesterday.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Timeline of a Day Places pictures representing the events in a typical school day in correct order on a Timeline of a Day.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Days of a Week Begins to use the names of the days of the week in daily conversation.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Tell the Days of a Week Names the days of the week.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Names of the Months Begins to use the names of the months of the year in daily conversation.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Months of the Year Can sing the Months-of-the-Year song.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Reading words relating to time Reads cards that list the days of  the week and places them in correct order.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Reading words relating to time

Reads cards that list the months of the year  and places them in correct order, either in a column or in 
radial format around a central ësun.'

Initial Experiences with 
Time Teaching Calendars Works with the Teaching Calendar, placing month names, days of the week, and numerals in sequence.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Year and Seasons Sorts pictures of outdoor scenes into the different seasons that they represent.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Year and Seasons with the Timeline of a Year Relates seasons to months of the year using the Timeline of a Year.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Timeline of a Year Places pictures representing events throughout the year onto the Timeline of the Year.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Personal Timeline Makes a Personal Timeline, placing pictures of events from his, or her, own life in correct order.
Initial Experiences with 
Time Timeline of People's Ages

Places cards representing individuals of various ages in numbered spaces on a timeline showing how 
humans age.

Initial Experiences with 
Time How long is a year? Displays an understanding that a year is the time that it takes the Earth to go around the Sun one time.
Initial Experiences with 
Time How long is a year? Displays knowledge that a year comprises 12 months, or 365 1/4 days.

Timeline of a year Year and Seasons
Discusses how the community in which he, or she, lives typically changes during each of the seasons, 
including: weather, appropriate dress, traditional activities, and major holidays.

Timeline of a year Year and Seasons
Places a series of seasonal pictures depicting typical outdoor scenes and activities on the Timeline of a 
Year according to season. 
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The Seasons Year and Seasons
Relates seasonal changes in weather to the orbit of the Earth around the Sun and the tilt of the Earth's 
axis [cross-reference Geography curriculum].

Past and Present 
Chart Understanding the Past Places pictures on a Past and Present Chart to develop an understanding of the past.
Understanding the 
past Tell me about when you were a child ... Has conversations with older people; listens to stories about what life was like when they were children.
Understanding the 
past Artifacts from the Past Explores and discusses images and artifacts from the past.
Understanding the 
Past Does this exist today?

Sorts objects or images of animals according to whether they exist today or are from a time in the distant 
past.

Does this exist today? Timeline of History
Explores and discusses images of transport, homes, clothing, etc. from different periods (relating to 
fundamental needs).

Timeline of History Family tree Collaborates in producing a personal family tree.
Understanding the 
Past Comparing ages of people we know Compares the ages of people in his/her own family using the Golden Bead 100 Chain.
Understanding the 
Past What came first?

Listens to stories about people who lived long ago and shows an awareness and interest in what/who 
came before or after some other event or person.

What came first? Activities in a Typical Day
Looks at and discusses pictures of activities in a typical day, discussing which happen in the morning, 
afternoon, and evening; and discusses which comes before and after, etc.

Telling Time on a 
Clock Introduction to the Montessori Teaching Clock Places number pieces in the face of the Montessori Teaching Clock
Matching Pictures of 
Daily Activities to the 
Timeline of a Day The Timeline  of a Day Lays out pictures of activities in a typical day and matches them to the times indicated on a timeline.
Digital Clock A digital clock Uses a digital clock or watch to tell time.
Telling Time on a 
Clock Tells time to the hour Tells time to the hour using the Montessori Teaching Clock.
Telling Time on a 
Clock Tells time to the half-hour Tells time to the half-hour using using the Montessori Teaching Clock.
Telling Time on a 
Clock Tells time to the quarter-hour Tells time to the quarter-hour using the Montessori Teaching Clock.
Telling Time on a 
Clock Tells time to within five minute Tells time to within five minutes using the Montessori Teaching Clock.
Telling Time on a 
Clock Tells time to the minute Tells time to the minute using the Montessori Teaching Clock.
Calculating 
Equivalent Values in 
Units of Time The Clock

Calculates the equivalent values in time from seconds to minutes, minutes to hours, and hours to days, 
and vice versa.

European  24-Hour 
Time System The Montessori Teaching Clock Tells time using European 24-hour system.
Time Zones Time Zones Uses internet-based time-zone converter to explore concept of time zones.

Time Zones Time Zones
Uses internet-based simulation, which shows progress of day/night as Earth rotates to explore concept of 
time zones.

Time Zones Time Zones
Displays an understanding of the relationship between position of the Sun, the Earth's rotation, and local 
time.

Time Zones Time Zones Calculates the current time in another time zone based on longitude.
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Calendars Linear Calendar

Uses a Linear (day-by-day) Calendar to record a simple history of the class's year: daily temperature, 
weather, birthdays, special events. At the end of each month and at the end of the year, they are laid 
out as a timeline and reviewed.

Calendars Linear Calendar
Events recorded on a linear timeline (such as weather) are represented in various ways, using graphs, 
charts, etc. (cross-reference Geography and Mathematics).

Calendars Standard Calendar Uses a standard calendar to plan and record activities.
Personal Timelines Personal Timeline Creates a personal history by placing photos of him/herself at various ages on the Personal Time Line.

Personal Timelines Personal Timeline
Creates own personal timeline with photos of him/herself at various ages and lists of events that have 
been important in his/her life.

Family History Family tree
Gathers family data about immediate family and constructs a two-generation family tree; data 
collected orally from parents and inserted into pro-forma family sheet.

Family History Family tree
Compiles short biographies of family members who appear on the two-generation family tree; presents 
biographies either orally or in a small book.

Family History Family tree
Interviews parents about events that occurred during their lives and compiles this information in a 
portfolio of family history.

Family History Family tree
Gathers replicas of source documents for family history to verify oral information; uses these for further in-
depth study, taking family tree and biographical records back further generations.

Family History Family tree Researches events in which own ancestors were involved and presents findings to class in chosen format.
Introduction to 
Historical Research Is this source reliable? Differentiates between different types of sources and comments on their reliability.
Introduction to 
Historical Research Primary and Secondary Sources Uses primary and secondary sources to reconstruct an event in the past.

Archeology Archeological Findings 
Explores archeological findings as a source for historical knowledge, including material remains, artifacts, 
and buildings.

Radiocarbon Dating Scientific Dating 
Explores radiocarbon dating, DNA analysis, and other scientific and technological methods of finding out 
about the past.

American Historical 
Holidays Columbus Day Participates in celebration and discussion of Columbus Day. Annually in the USA
American Historical 
Holidays Veteran's Day Participates in celebration and discussion of Veteran's Day. Annually in the USA
Traditional American 
and International 
Holidays and 
Celebrations Winter Solstice Participates in celebration and discussion of the Winter Solstice. Annually.
American Historical 
Holidays Martin Luther King Day Participates in celebration and discussion of Martin Luther King Day. Annually in the USA
American Historical 
Holidays Abraham Lincoln's Birthday Participates in celebration and discussion of Abraham Lincoln's Birthday. Annually in the USA
American Historical 
Holidays George Washington's Birthday Participates in celebration and discussion of George Washington's Birthday. Annually in the USA
Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations Uses a historical atlas to gather information about the natural environment of a civilization.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Uses a historical atlas to determine the sites of a past civilization's major population centers; offers 
thoughtful suggestions as to why they were located where they were.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Takes simple, but accurate, notes of essential information about a historical civilization as it is presented in 
lectures or films.
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Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Uses the encyclopedia and library reference books to gather background information about a historical 
civilization.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Applies research skills to investigate historical civilizations as part of a small collaborative team of students; 
presents the results of his or her research to the entire class. 

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Works with materials and activities to expand knowledge and satisfy interest, understanding, and 
appreciation regarding a historical civilizations.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations Researches and recreates a menu of typical food or feast of a civilization in a given historical period.
Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations Reads and researches classical tales, myths, and legends of a civilization in a given historical period.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Researches and constructs models of buildings, dioramas, tools, and artifacts of a civilization from a given 
historical period.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations Researches and is able to prepare artwork imitating that of a civilization from a given historical period.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations
Researches and is able to perform dance or music, imitating that of a civilization from a given historical 
period.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations Researches and is able to perform a play from or about a historical civilization.

Civilizations Researching Historical Civilizations

Prepares a well-written research report on a civilization: records in own words key information from 
reference material; prepares an outline followed by a research report; provides a table of contents; 
provides a bibliography; illustrates the report in some way; communicates the report to a group in some 
way.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Historical Time Frame Determines the period during which a civilization developed, flourished, and declined.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Historical Time Frame Describes the major civilizations in existence during a given historical period.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Historical Time Frame Is able to describe how many centuries ago a specific ancient civilization flourished.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Natural Environment Is able to describe what the land looked like during the period when a given ancient civilization existed.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Natural Environment Is able to describe what the climate was like during the period when a given ancient civilization existed.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Natural Environment
Is able to describe what plants and animals were present in during the period when a given ancient 
civilization existed.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Clothing Is able to describe the type of clothing worn by the people of a given ancient civilization.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Diet Is able to describe the type of food that was eaten by a specific ancient civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Buildings Is able to describe the types of homes and other structures that were build by a given ancient civilization.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Homes Is able to describe how homes were furnished and decorated by a specific ancient civilization.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Tools Is able to describe what tools and household utensils were used by a given ancient civilization.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Families Is able to describe what the family structure was like in a given ancient civilization.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Daily Life - Education Is able to describe what kind of education was given to children from a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Human Activities - Agriculture
Is able to describe what kind of agriculture was practiced, what crops were grown, and what animals 
were raised by a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Human Activities - Industry Is able to describe what kinds of industry were developed by a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Human Activities - Commerce 
Is able to describe how daily commerce was conducted, what items were traded in their markets, and 
whether some form of currency was used by a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations
Ancient Civilizations: Human Activities - Trade and 
Transportation

Is able to describe what kind of trade occurred, what was traded, with whom they traded, how goods 
were transported, and which transportation routes were followed by a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations
Ancient Civilizations: Human Activities - Inter-Cultural 
Influences

Is able to determine what was ëborrowed' from contact with neighbors and more distant civilizations by 
a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Human Activities - Recreation Is able to determine in what kinds of recreational activities were enjoyed by a given ancient civilization.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Origins of the Civilization Is able to determine from where the people of a given ancient civilization originally came.

Civilizations
Ancient Civilizations: Environmental Influences on 
Society Is able to determine how well the environment suited a given ancient civilization's needs.
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Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Government Is able to determine the kind of government a given ancient civilization had.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations:  Class Structure Is able to determine the type of class structure a given ancient civilization had.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: War and Self-Defense

Is able to determine a given ancient civilization's attitude towards war and defense: Were they a 
peaceful or warlike people? What kinds of weapons and strategies did they employ? What sort of military 
did they have? What wars did they fight?'

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Language Is able to describe the language the people of a given ancient civilization spoke.
Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Written Language Is able to describe if and how the people of a given ancient civilization wrote down their thoughts.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Religious Beliefs 
Is able to describe what a given ancient civilization's religion was like, what holidays were celebrated, 
and how their religion affected their daily lives.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations:  Stories and Myths
Is able to describe what the literature of a given ancient civilization was like and can retell some of the 
most famous tales, myths, and legends.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Art, Music, Dance, and Theater
Is able to describe what the art and music of a given ancient civilization was and identifies examples of 
the art and music (if any have survived).

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Discoveries and Invention Is able to describe any inventions or discoveries of a given ancient civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Famous Men and Women
Is able to describe some of the famous men and women of a given ancient civilization and explain their 
contributions to the civilization.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Archeological Evidence
Explains the archeological evidence that supports the information acquired and why it can be 
considered factual.

Civilizations Ancient Civilizations: Archeological Evidence Is able to describe the greatest ëmysteries' still confronting scientists about a given ancient civilization.
Civilizations Middle Ages Undertakes research into the features of the Middle Ages.
Civilizations Renaissance Period Undertakes research into the culture of Europe during the Renaissance.
The Story of the 
Coming of Humans Upper Stone Age Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Upper Old Stone Age.
The Story of the 
Coming of Humans Middle Stone Age Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Middle Stone Age.
The Story of the 
Coming of Humans New Stone Age Researches to discover the culture and technology of the New Stone Age.
Civilizations Copper and  Bronze Age Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Copper and Bronze Age.
Civilizations Civilizations Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Iron Age.
American Studies American Studies: Pre-Columbian - Paleo-Indians Researches to discover the culture and technology of Paleo-Indians.
American Studies American Studies: Pre-Columbian - Mayas Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Mayas.
American Studies American Studies: Pre-Columbian - Aztecs Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Aztecs.
American Studies American Studies: Pre-Columbian - Incas Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Incas.
American Studies American Studies: Pre-Columbian - Inuit Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Inuit Indians.

American Studies
American Studies:    Native Americans of the 
Woodlands Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Indigenous Peoples of the Woodlands.

American Studies American Studies:    Native Americans of the Plains Researches to discover the culture and technology of the Indigenous People of the Plains.

American Studies American Studies:    Native Americans of the Southwest Researches to discover the culture and technology of Indigenous Peoples of the Southwest.

American Studies The Spanish and Portuguese Explorers
Understands and explains the motives that led the Spanish, Portuguese, and other European discoverers 
to search for an ocean route to China and India.

American Studies Viking explorers 
Understands and describes the cultural motivations that led the Vikings to venture westward  into the 
Atlantic and attempt to establish permanent settlements before Columbus.

American Studies Early Exploration 

Understands and describes the difficulties and dangers faced by sea captains and explorers in the years 
before accurate navigation charts were developed and local ports of safe harbor and supplies were 
established.
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American Studies Early Exploration
Understands and describes the nature of the sailing ships used by the early explorers, discussing their 
speed through the water, their working layout, and the living conditions aboard.

American Studies Impact of Colonization on the Indigenous Peoples
Understands and describes how European explorers contributed to the destruction of the sophisticated 
indigenous civilizations that they encountered.

American Studies Colonization
Understands and explains the motives that led various European nations to establish permanent colonies 
in North and South America.

American Studies Vikings Explorers Researches and explains the story of the Vikings in North America.
American Studies Columbus Researches and explains the story of Columbus.

American Studies Explorers
Researches and explains the story of Cortez, Pizzaro, Desoto, Ponce De Leon, and the other 
Conquistadors.

American Studies Explorers Researches and explains the story of the major English explorers.
American Studies Explorers Researches and explains the story of the major French explorers: the Priests and Voyageurs.

American Studies Colonial America
Understands and retells the story of the founding of the first English settlement in what is now the United 
States at Jamestown, Virginia.

American Studies Colonial America Understands and retells the story of the Pilgrims and the founding of the Plymouth Colony.

American Studies Colonial America
Understands and describes the relationship between the early American colonists and the Indigenous 
Peoples.

American Studies Colonial America Identifies the original 13 American colonies.

American Studies Colonial America
Researches and describes the lifestyle, climate, housing, transportation, social structure, tools, and 
economies of the New England, Middle Atlantic, and Southern colonies.

American Studies Colonial America Researches and describes the institution of slavery as it was practiced in America.

American Studies Colonial America
Researches and identifies the areas where most slaves were taken from and the process of the slave 
trade.

American Studies Colonial America
Researches and describes the life of typical field hands, house slaves, craftsmen, and freemen in Colonial 
America.

American Studies Colonial America
Researches and explains the economic and social rationales that were used to justify the institution of 
slavery.

American Studies Colonial America Researches and describes the role of women in early America.
American Studies Colonial America Researches and identifies the major cities of Colonial America.

American Studies American Revolution
Researches and describes the major forces and events that led to the Declaration of Independence and 
the American Revolution.

American Studies American Revolution
Identifies and briefly describes the roles of the following American patriots: George Washington, Thomas 
Jefferson, John Adams, Benjamin Franklin, Paul Revere, and Thomas Paine.

American Studies American Revolution Summarizes the importance of the ideas contained in the Declaration of Independence.
American Studies Westward Expansion Describes the process of the United States' westward territorial expansion.
American Studies Westward Expansion Describes the motivations that led the settlers to move west and the difficulties that they encountered.

American Studies Colonization
Describes the relationship between the United States government, the pioneers, and the Native 
American tribes.

American Studies Industrial Revolution Describes the development of American industry and the growth of the cities.

American Studies Civil War
Describes the factors that led to the Civil War: slavery, regional jealousies, economics, and perceived 
cultural differences.

American Studies Civil War
Describes in simple terms the major events of the Civil War, and identify the roles of Robert E. Lee, 
Jefferson Davis, Abraham Lincoln, and Ulysses S. Grant.

American Studies Industrial Revolution Describes the major inventions and changes in lifestyle that developed between 1800 and 1920. 
American Studies World Wars Describes the major issues and events of the First and Second World Wars.
American Studies Industrial Revolution Describes the major inventions and changes in lifestyle that developed after 1920 to the present day.
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American Studies Culture Identifies the major European, African, and Asian sources of the American people.
American Studies American Inventors Identifies the most famous American inventors.

American Studies State History
Researches the history of the state in which the school is located and describes the major events in its 
history.

American Studies American Government Names the presidents of the United States and briefly describes their contribution to the nation's history.
American Studies American Government Describes the relative roles of national, state, and local governments in our lives.
American Studies American Government Describes in simple terms the functions of the three branches of government in the United States.

American Studies American Government
Describes and explains in broad terms how the legal system functions, including the roles of judges, 
lawyers, and juries.

American Studies American Government Explains the rights guaranteed to all Americans under the US Constitution.

Civilizations Historical Civilizations

NOTE: Elementary Montessori Guides present introductory lessons about ancient civilizations to class. 
Studies can include ancient Egypt, Babylonia, Assyrians, Persia, the Indus Valley (Dravidian Civilizations), 
China, Phoenicians, Greece, and Rome.

American Studies American Government Describes the process of electing local, state, and national government officials.

American Studies American Government
Explains and describes the roles played by mayors, county commissioners, governors, and the President 
of the United States.

American Studies American Government
Explains and describes the roles played by town councils, county commissions, state legislatures, and the 
Congress of the United States.
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element
Physical Properties of 
Substances 1 Sorting Objects Sorts objects according to self-chosen criteria.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 1 Sorting Objects by Material Sorts objects according to the materials from which they are made (e.g., wood, metal and plastic).
Physical Properties of 
Substances 1 Sorting: Natural or Manufactured Sorts objects according to whether they are natural or manufactured.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 1 Sorting: Hard or Soft Sorts objects according to whether they are hard or soft.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 1 Sorting: Vocabulary Talks with adult or other children about sorting activities and practices appropriate vocabulary.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Solid, Liquid, Gas Explores properties of matter by working with and classifying materials according to solid/liquid/gas.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Pouring Air

Explores one of the properties of air by immersing an apparently empty pitcher upside down into a tank of 
water and then gently tilting to release the air.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Magnetic/Non-Magnetic Explores the effects of magnetism on various materials through working with the Magnets Activity.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Exploring  Mixtures

Explores how something can be changed by adding something else. After observing and discussing the 
experiment, the child is able to either replicate the process alone or present it to another child (mixing 
ingredients [e.g,. water and corn starch]) that results in notable change of state).

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2

Introduction to Temperature and Different 
States of Matter

Explores how something can be changed by changing the temperature. After observing and discussing the 
experiment, the child is able to either replicate the process alone or present it to another child (freezing 
water, watching ice melt, etc.).

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Introduction to Viscosity

Explores viscosity by dropping a marble into jars containing syrup, vegetable oil, and water: After observing 
and discussing the experiment, the child is able to either replicate the process alone or present it to another 
child.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Conservation of Volume Explores conservation of volume by pouring a constant volume of water into different-shaped containers.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Introduction to Rigidity and Elasticity

Explores properties of rigidity and elasticity by working with and classifying according to rigidity and elasticity. 
After observing and discussing the experiment, the child is able to either replicate the process alone or 
present it to another child.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Vocabulary of Properties of Substances 2

Reads cards relating to the various properties explored and places cards next to objects, images, or materials 
that represent the property.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Vocabulary of Properties of Substances 2 Reads definitions of various properties of substances and pairs with corresponding vocabulary labels.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 2 Properties of Substances: Command Cards

Reads simple Command Cards relating to various properties of substances, carries out the experiments, and 
places the adjective cards to correspond with the substance/ material that corresponds to the word.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 2

Observation of Physical Properties of 
Substances Notices and comments on the physical properties of substances in various contexts.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Friction Creates heat by means of friction, rubbing hands together, and practices using the appropriate vocabulary.

Physical Principles 1
Physical Science: Introduction to 
Thermometer Uses a safety thermometer to measure the temperature of hands before and after rubbing together.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Static Electricity

Explores static electricity by rubbing an inflated balloon against own hair; creating static electricity by 
rubbing a balloon on a wooly sweater; noticing and commenting on static electricity sparks, which occur 
naturally in cold, dry weather.
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Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Simple Circuits
Explores electrical current through work with a simple circuit, either closing the circuit using a switch or by 
closing the circuit using various conductive and non-conductive materials.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Bridges
Explores types of forces by building ìbridgesî with straight, arched ,and corrugated card materials and testing 
the load-bearing capacities of each; forms and communicates hypotheses.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Structural Integrity Explores structural integrity of structures built with triangular or rectangular shapes.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Magnetic Polarity Explores magnetic polarity working with two bar magnets with N and S clearly marked.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Ring Magnets Explores magnetic force working with Ring Magnets on a dowel.

Physical Principles 1 Sink and Float Explores effects of density on buoyancy through working with the Sink and Float activity.

Physical Principles 2 Introduction to Viscosity 2 Explores how oil and water will not mix by making a simple ìlava lampî with colored water and cooking oil.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Viscosity 3

Explores how different liquids do not mix but form distinct layers through placing syrup, oil, and water in a jar 
and observing how they always settle into different layers; extending experiment by dropping different 
objects (berries, pasta, small stones) into the container, observing where they settle; forms hypotheses 
regarding density based on observations.

Physical Principles 1 Introduction to Density and Buoyancy
Notices and comments on the effects of density and buoyancy in different contexts and asks relevant 
questions (e.g., ìWhy does ice float?î).

Physical Principles 3 Color Paddles Uses Color Paddles, held up to a light source, to explore color mixing.

Physical Principles 3 Prisms Uses a glass prism to split a beam of white light.

Physical Principles 3 Introduction to Refraction

Explores concept of refraction through placing a stick in a bowl of water and observing from different angles 
to notice that the stick appears broken and/or placing an object in a bowl that is first empty and then filled 
with water to observe refraction.

Physical Principles 3 Introduction to Reflection Uses a safety mirror to explore reflection and the related concepts of symmetry.

Physical Principles 3 Introduction to Refraction 
Notices and comments on the effects of looking through a goldfish bowl; why magnifying glasses make things 
appear larger, etc.

Physical Principles 3 Introduction to Light and Shadow Notices and comments on the effects of light and shadow in different contexts and asks relevant questions.

Physical Principles 4 Introduction to Sound Waves 1

Uses a ìsinging bowlî or bell to explore the idea that sound is a wave and relates to the movement of air (child 
rings bell or sets up vibration in the bowl and feels the vibration with fingers), continues exploration through 
experiments.

Physical Principles 4 Introduction to Sound Waves 2 Explores types of waves using a rope (longitudinal wave) and a slinky (transverse wave).

Physical Principles 4
Observing different types of waves: sound, 
light, ripples in water, etc.

Notices and comments on different types of waves and begins to ask which kind of wave it is (e.g., child may 
notice ripples in a pond or the sound of thunder being heard after a lightening bolt is seen).

Measuring: Physical 
Science

Using a dropper or pipette to transfer one 
drop Uses a dropper or pipette to transfer liquid one drop at a time.

Measuring: Physical 
Science Observing with magnifying glass

Uses a magnifying glass carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to physical science 
explorations.

Measuring: Physical 
Science

Physical Science: Initial exploration with 
simple microscope

Uses a microscope carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to physical science 
explorations.

Measuring: Physical 
Science Initial exploration with binoculars Uses binoculars carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to physical science explorations.
Measuring: Physical 
Science

Physical Science:  Using a Thermometer in 
Life Science 1 Uses a thermometer carefully and appropriately in classroom experiments.

Measuring: Physical 
Science

Physical Science: Introduction to a Scientific 
Scale Uses scientific scales (and other instruments for measuring mass) carefully and appropriately.

Measuring: Physical 
Science

Physical Science: Rulers and Measuring 
Tapes

Uses various simple rulers and measuring tapes carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to 
physical science explorations.
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Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 1 Describing what we have observed 1 Verbally communicates observations using common vocabulary.
Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 1 Describing what we have observed 2 Verbally communicates observations using increasingly accurate scientific vocabulary.
Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2 Recording observations by drawings Records observations using drawings.
Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2

Recording observations using paint and 
other media Records observations from light and color experiments using various art media.

Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2

Written descriptions of what has been  
observed - hand writing Records observations in writing.

Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2

Written descriptions of what has been  
observed - using a computer or digital 
device Records observations using digital media (text or image).

Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2

Using graphs to describe what has been  
observed Records observations using various graphing techniques.

Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2 Cards that name scientific instruments Reads cards relating to the various instruments used and places labels next to the corresponding instrument.
Observing and 
Recording: Physical 
Science 2

Three-part cards that illustrate, name, and 
define scientific instruments Reads definitions of various instruments used and pairs with corresponding vocabulary labels.

Being a Scientist 1
Setting up classroom science activities and 
experiments Collaborates in finding and setting up temporary classroom science activities and experiments.

Being a Scientist 1 Learning to investigate 1 Uses various books, media, and other classroom resources to learn more about topics explored in class.

Being a Scientist 2 Setting up simple experiments Sets up experiments and tests hypotheses using a variety of materials and in different scenarios.

Being a Scientist 2 Simple experiments: hypothesis and results 
Communicates reasons for hypotheses and displays an interest in exploring why hypotheses were supported 
or disproved by experiments.

Being a Scientist 2
Introduction to recording results of simple 
experiments Displays an interest in recording findings in various ways (see ìrecordingî for more details).

Being a Scientist 2 Applying principles to practical situations 1
Applies principles to practical situations: e.g., sorts iron filings from another material (such as sand or rice) 
using a magnet.

Being a Scientist 2 Applying principles to practical situations 2
Works on projects which apply principles: e.g., builds a simple circuit (such as making a flashlight or model 
lighthouse) using an AA cell, flashlight bulb, and a switch.

Exploring Nature Observing the garden over the seasons Observes and discusses changes in school garden over the seasons.

Exploring Nature Introduction to life cycles in the garden
Observes and discusses life cycles of plants and animals in school garden, noticing how living things grow, 
reproduce, die, and decay in a continues cycle of life.

Exploring Nature
Life Science: Collecting for the class nature 
center

Collects various natural items, which are added to classroom collections; discusses and explores, either alone 
or in a small group; uses scientific instruments, such as magnifiers, microscopes, etc., as well as various 
measuring tools; observes live animals  and then releases them back into the place where they were found.
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Exploring Nature
Further investigations into specimens found 
for the class nature center Uses a variety of classroom resources to learn more about specimens that are brought into the classroom.

Classifying: First 
Classifications Describing specimens in class nature center

Explores natural objects in Discovery Basket or on Nature Table, describes their characteristics, and 
communicates findings with others.

Classifying:  First 
Classifications

Sorts and classifies specimens in class nature 
center

Sorts objects in Discovery Basket according to various observed characteristics and communicates the 
criteria for grouping.

Classifying:  First 
Classifications Classifying: Living and nonliving Sorts images into sets of living and non-living.
Classifying:  First 
Classifications Sorting: Plant, fungus, and animal Sorts images into sets of plant, fungus, and animal.
Classifying:  First 
Classifications Sorting: Vertebrates and non-vertebrates Sorts images of animals into sets of vertebrates and non-vertebrates.
Classifying:  First 
Classifications Sorting: Families of vertibrates

Sorts images of vertebrates into five major groups: ray-finned fish, amphibians, mammals, squamates, and 
birds.

Classifying:  First 
Classifications

Classifying Vertebrates: Simple branching 
diagram Relates vertebrate groups to a simple branching diagram, showing lineage.

Classifying:  First 
Classifications

Classifying Vertebrates: Simple nesting 
diagram Relates vertebrate groups to a simple nesting diagram, showing derived characteristics.

Classifying:  First 
Classifications

Classifying Plants: major groups of plant 
kingdom Sorts images according to major lineages of the plant kingdom.

Classifying:  First 
Classifications Classifying Plants: simple branching diagram Sorts images of plants according to branching diagram, showing lineage.
Classifying:  First 
Classifications

Classifying Vertebrates: simple nesting 
diagram

Sorts images of plants according to nesting diagram of five important characteristics (lives on land, vascular 
tissues, true leaves, seeds, flowers, and fruit).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Animals

Classified Card Material: Names of animals 
within major groups of vertebrates 

Works with Classified Card materials to discover and learn the names of animals within each of the five major 
groups of vertebrates (e.g., types of fish; types of reptiles, etc.).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Animals

Classified Card Material: Names of species 
or breeds

Works with Classified Card materials to discover and learn the names of species or breeds within the larger 
classifications (e.g., types of ungulates or breeds of dog).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Animals

Classified Card Material: Reading names of 
animals within major groups of vertebrates

Works with Classified Card Materials to read the names of animals within each of the five major groups (e.g., 
types of fish; types of reptiles; etc.).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Animals

Classified Card Material: Reading names of 
species or breeds within major groups of 
vertebrates

Works with Classified Card Materials to read the names of species or breeds within the larger classifications 
(e.g., types of ungulates or breeds of dog).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Animals

Classified Card Material: Matching labels to 
descriptions Works with Classified Card Materials, matching labels to corresponding descriptions.

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Animals

Classified Card Material: Learning names of 
kinds of plants within major groups 

Works with Classified Card Materials to discover and learn the names of kinds of plants within each of the 
major lineages (e.g., kinds of flowering plants).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Plants

Classified Card Material: Learning names of 
kinds of plants grouped by important 
characteristics

Works with Classified Card Materials to discover and learn the names of kinds of plants grouped by important 
characteristics (e.g., kinds of trees, herbs, etc.).

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Plants

Classified Card Material: Reading names of 
kinds of plants within major groups 

Works with Classified Card Materials to read the names of plants within each of the major lineages of 
flowering plants.

Classifying: Knowledge 
of Plants

Classified Card Material: Reading names of 
plants grouped by important characteristics

Works with Classified Card Materials to read the names of plants grouped by important characteristics (e.g., 
kinds of trees; kinds of herbs; etc.).
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Classifying: Knowledge 
of Plants

Classified Card Materials: Matching labels 
and descriptions. Works with Classified Card Materials, matching labels to corresponding descriptions.

Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
1 Describing what we have observed 1 Verbally communicates observations using common vocabulary.
Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
1 Describing what we have observed 2 Verbally communicates observations using increasingly sophisticated scientific vocabulary.
Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
1 Recording observations by drawings Records observations using drawings.
Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
1 Recording observations using art  Records observations from light and color experiments using various art media.
Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
2 Recording observation in writing 1 Records observations in writing.
Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
2

Recording observations using a computer or 
digital device Records observations using digital media (text or image).

Observing and 
Recording: Life Science 
2

Using graphs to describe what has been  
observed Records observations using various graphing techniques.

Measuring: Life Science Uses a magnifying glass 
Uses a magnifying glass carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to Life Science 
explorations  (e.g., insects, seeds etc.).

Measuring: Life Science
Life Science: Initial exploration with simple 
microscope

Uses a microscope carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to Life science Explorations 
 (e.g., life in pond water).

Measuring: Life Science Initial exploration with binoculars
Uses binoculars carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to life science explorations (e.g., 
watches birds in school garden).

Measuring: Life Science
Life Science: Using a thermometer in life 
science 2 Uses a thermometer carefully and appropriately in classroom experiments.

Measuring: Life Science
Life Science: Introduction to a Scientific 
Scale Uses scientific scales (and other instruments for measuring mass) carefully and appropriately.

Measuring: Life Science Life Science: Rulers and measuring tapes
Uses various simple rulers and measuring tapes carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to 
physical sciences explorations.

Parts of Plants 1 Introduction to parts of a plant Examines the parts of a living  plant.

Parts of Plants 1 Parts of a plant Identifies and names the parts of a plant.

Parts of Plants 1 Botany Puzzles Explores the parts of a plant by working with the Botany Puzzles.

Parts of Plants 2 Botany Cabinet: Leaf shapes as puzzles
Traces the borders of the leaf shapes in the Botany Cabinet and replaces them in the corresponding frames 
to learn the various leaf shapes.

Parts of Plants 2
Botany Cabinet: Matching leaf shapes to 
cards Matches the insets from the Botany Cabinet to the three series of cards that correspond to the leaf shapes.

Parts of Plants 2
Botany Cabinet: Matching leaf shapes to 
plants outside Finds leaves around the school grounds that correspond to the shapes in the Botany Cabinet.

Parts of Plants 2 Botany Cabinet: Names of the leaf shapes Identifies and names leaf shapes.
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Parts of Plants 2
Botany Cabinet: Reading and matching 
labels of leaf shapes to puzzle pieces Reads labels relating to leaf shapes and matches the labels to the corresponding images.

Parts of Plants 3
First series of Botany Cards: Naming parts of 
a plant Identifies parts of a plant by means of first series of Botany Cards (tree, leaf, flower, root).

Parts of Plants 3
First series of Botany Cards:Labeling the parts 
of a plant Reads labels relating to parts of a plant and matches the labels to the corresponding images.

Parts of Animals 1
Introduction to the names of the external 
body parts of animals Examines the external body parts of a real animal.

Parts of Animals 1
Naming the external body parts of familiar 
animals Identifies and names the external body parts of familiar animals.

Parts of Animals 1
External body parts of vertebrates: Animal 
puzzles Explores the external body parts of vertebrates by working with the Animal Puzzles.

Parts of Animals 2
External body parts of vertebrates: 
Nomenclature Cards

Identifies and names the external body parts of various animals by means of separate sets of Nomenclature 
Cards.

Parts of Animals 2
External body parts of animals: Matching 
labels to images Reads labels relating to various animals, and matches the labels to the corresponding images.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to  Atoms Develops a knowledge of the basic structure of atoms.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to the structure of an atom Differentiates between the nature of protons, electrons, and neutrons in atomic structure.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to physical change Demonstrates that in physical change, matter changes in form, but not in substance.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to chemical change Demonstrates that in chemical change, matter changes in substance, as well as form.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Introduction to expansion and contraction 
of materials at different temperatures Demonstrates that different temperatures cause materials to expand or contract.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to chemical mixtures

Demonstrates that a mixture is composed of individual substances that retain their identity when mixed and 
can be recovered in their original form by ordinary means.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to chemical compounds

Demonstrates that elements can be combined to form compounds with properties different from those of the 
combining elements.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Difference between chemical mixtures and 
compounds Differentiates between chemical elements and compounds.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to molecules Explains that molecules are the smallest particles of a compound that still have all their properties.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Molecules in motion: Different states of 
matter

Describes matter as being composed of molecules that are in constant motion; has a working knowledge of 
the different states of matter.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Initial investigation of common elements

Investigates and gathers information about common elements from the encyclopedia, classroom materials, 
and other resources.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Initial work on chemical symbol and atomic 
structure of elements Gives the chemical symbol and atomic structure of specified elements

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Introduction to chemical formulas for 
familiar compounds Identifies the chemical formulas for specified familiar compounds.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Simple research reports on how we use 
different elements and compounds Prepares research reports on the nature and  use of elements and compounds.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Designing an experiment to illustrate 
physical and chemical change

Distinguishes between physical and a chemical changes and is able to demonstrate this through 
experimentation.
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Physical Properties of 
Substances 3

Designing an experiment to illustrate that 
matter is not lost during a chemical or 
physical change

Explains that the total amount of matter is not changed during a chemical or physical change and is able to 
demonstrate this through experimentation.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Density and flotation Demonstrates that density determines whether an object sinks or floats.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to fire and combustion

Explains the basic principles of fire and combustion and has participated in demonstrations that relate to this 
concept.

Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Introduction to acids and bases Differentiates between acids and bases; performs experiments that relate to this concept.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Solutions and mixtures Prepares solutions and mixtures.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Physical properties of liquids Explains the basic physical properties of liquids; knowledge is derived from participating in demonstrations.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Physical properties of gases Explains the basic physical properties of gases; knowledge is derived from participating in demonstrations.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Physical properties of solids Explains the basic physical properties of solids; knowledge is derived from participating in demonstrations.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Basic principles of water pressure Explains the basic principles of water pressure; knowledge is derived from participating in demonstrations.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Basic principles of air pressure Explains the basic principles of air pressure; knowledge is derived from participating in demonstrations.
Physical Properties of 
Substances 3 Principles of water displacement 

Demonstrates understanding of the principles of water displacement, using an overflow basin to measure the 
volume of irregular solids.

Energy Introduction to energy transformations
Recognizes and identifies common energy transformations; knowledge is derived from participation in 
demonstrations.

Energy Introduction to relative motion
Describes the relative motion of an object with respect to the position or motion of another object; 
knowledge is derived from participation in demonstrations (d=vt).

Energy Closed electrical circuits Sets up a closed electrical circuit.

Energy
Opaque, semi-opaque, and transparent 
materials

Distinguishes among materials that: completely block the passage of light; allow some light to pass through; 
and pass light completely, identifying them as opaque, semi-opaque, and transparent.

Energy
Light and shadow: relative position of object 
and light source

Demonstrates that changing an object's position in relationship to a light source changes the appearance of 
its shadow.

Energy Conductors and non-conductors
Distinguishes between conductors and non-conductors; knowledge comes from participation in 
demonstrations.

Energy
How can electromagnetic energy create 
motion? Demonstrates that energy in the form of electromagnetism can create motion.

Energy Introduction to fossil fuels Identifies types of fossil fuels, how they were formed, and how they are used.

Energy Solar Energy
Identifies the Sun as a type of fuel, how it's captured, and how it's used; knowledge comes from participation 
in demonstrations.

Energy Introduction to conservation of resources Describes ways to conserve natural resources: knowledge comes from research and demonstrations.

Energy How can water pressure create movement? Demonstrates that water pressure can cause objects to move.

Energy How can air pressure create movement? Demonstrates that air pressure can cause objects to move.

Energy
Introduction to sound waves as a form of 
energy Identifies sound waves as a form of energy; knowledge comes from demonstrations.
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Energy
Sound waves travel through solids, liquids, 
and gases Demonstrates that sound waves travel through solids, liquids, and gases.

Energy Light travels in straight lines Demonstrates that light travels only in straight lines.

Energy Reflected light makes objects  visible Demonstrates that objects become visible only when light is reflected from them.

Energy
How light bends when it enters a new 
medium Demonstrates that light bends when it passes from one medium to another.

Energy Light is a form of energy Identifies light as a form of energy: knowledge comes from participation in demonstrations.

Energy
Darker colors absorb more light energy than 
light ones Demonstrates that darker colors absorb more light energy than light colors.

Energy
Highly reflective materials absorb almost no 
light energy Demonstrates that mirrors and other highly reflective materials absorb almost no light energy.

Energy
Why do objects appear to be reversed in a 
mirror?

Explains why objects reflected in a mirror appear to be reversed; knowledge comes from participation in 
demonstrations.

Energy

Why do the Sun and Moon appear so much 
larger or orange colored when they are very 
low on the horizon?

Explains why the Sun or the Moon appears to be so much larger or orange colored when it/they are very low 
on the horizon.

Energy
Introduction to the electromagnetic 
spectrum Describes the forms of radiation on the electromagnetic spectrum.

Energy
Characteristics of  different physical states of 
matter Describes the characteristics of the physical states of matter: plasma, gas, liquid, solid

Energy Temperature and molecular movement
Explains the link between temperature and molecular movement; knowledge comes from participation in 
demonstrations.

Energy Gravitational pull gives an object its weight Infers that gravitational pull gives an object its weight; inferences come from participation in demonstrations.

Energy Explaining friction Explains and demonstrates the force of friction.

Energy
Gravity and friction will eventually cause an 
object in motion to stop Explains and demonstrates that gravity and friction will eventually cause an object in motion to stop.

Energy
Newton's First Law of Motion: Inertia makes 
objects remain at rest or continue in motion Explains and demonstrates that the property of inertia makes objects remain at rest or continue in motion.

Energy
Electrical currents flow through a 
conducting material

Demonstrates and offers a simple explanation of the flow of an electrical current through a conducting 
material.

Energy Build a simple electromagnet
Constructs a simple electromagnet and demonstrates that the number of coils of wire determine its magnetic 
attraction.

Energy
Transformation of energy from one form to 
another Demonstrates the transformation of energy from one form to another.

Energy
Newton's Third Law of Motion: Every motion 
creates a force equal and opposite Demonstrates that every motion creates a force equal and opposite to it (Newton's Third Law).

Technology Introduction to the principles of levers Demonstrates through experimentation and hands-on experiences the principles of levers.

Technology
Introduction to the principles of inclined 
planes Demonstrates through experimentation and hands-on experiences the principles of inclined planes.

Technology
Introduction to the principles of wheels and 
axles Demonstrates through experimentation and hands-on experiences the principles of a wheel and axle.

Technology Introduction to the principles of  pulleys Demonstrates through experimentation and hands-on experiences the principles of pulleys.

Technology Introduction to the principles of wedges Demonstrates through experimentation and hands-on experiences the principles of wedges.

Technology Introduction to the principles of screws Demonstrates through experimentation and hands-on experiences the principles of screws.
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Technology
The technologies behind simple machines 
and  structures

Experiences through demonstrations, hands-on activities and research various simple technologies used in 
constructing models of several simple machines and structures, such as a water wheel, a windmill, sail boat, 
igloo, grass hut, log home, stone hut, and a simple wood frame home.

Technology
Simple technologies used by early humans 
and civilizations 

Experiences through demonstrations, hands-on activities, and research various simple technologies used to: 
build a brick mold to make bricks; make primitive cutting implements. (Correlates with ancient history)

Technology Roman Arches Constructs a Roman Arch accurately.

Technology Early human and animal sources of power
Explains, through demonstrations and research, how people used their own power to accomplish heavy work 
and how the use of domesticated animal provided a more efficient source of power.

Technology
How different types of power sources and 
engines operate: Windmills

Explains, through demonstrations, research, and constructing a model, how a windmill operates and can be 
used.

Technology
How different types of power sources and 
engines operate: Watermills

Explains, through demonstrations, research, and constructing a model, how a watermill operates and can be 
used.

Technology
How different types of power sources and 
engines operate: Sail boats

Explains, through demonstrations, research, and constructing a model, how a sail boat operates and can be 
used.

Technology
How different types of power sources and 
engines operate: Steam engines

Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how a steam engine operates and can be 
used.

Technology
How different types of engines 
operate:Gasoline motors Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how a a gasoline motor operates and is used.

Technology
How different types of engines operate: 
Diesel motors Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how a a diesel motor operates and is used. 

Technology
How different types of engines operate: 
Electric motors Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how a electric motor operates and is used. 

Technology
How different types of engines operate: 
Aviation motors Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how an aviation motor operates and is used. 

Technology
How different types of engines operate: Jet 
engines Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how a jet engine operates and is used. 

Technology
How different types of engines operate: 
Rocket engines Explains, through demonstrations, research, and using a model, how a rocket engine operates and is used. 

Technology Sources of Power
Explain, through demonstrations and experimentation, the different sources of power, and how they generate 
power for human consumption.

Technology How batteries work Explains how a battery stores power through demonstration and experimentation.

Technology Building a simple electric motor Constructs a simple, working electric motor.

Technology How traditional electric light bulbs work Through demonstration and experimentation, explains and understands how an electric light bulb operates.

Technology Radio and Television
Through demonstration and experimentation, explains and understands the principles involved in radio and 
television.

Technology
Introduction to microchips and computer 
technology

Through demonstration and experimentation, explains and understands the principles involved in microchips 
and computers.

Technology Principles of Flight Explains and understands the principles of flight through demonstration and experimentation.

Technology Introduction to Lasers
Through demonstration and experimentation, explains and understands the principles of lasers and their 
various uses.

Technology Introduction to Microwaves
Through demonstration and experimentation, explains and understands the principles of microwaves and 
their uses.

Astronomy
Gravity and its role in the formation of a star 
and nebula

Through demonstration and experimentation, explains gravity's role in the formation of protogalactic nebula 
and the formation of the first stars.
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Astronomy How stars are formed Through demonstration and experimentation, explains the current understanding of how stars are formed.

Astronomy Introduction to stellar nucleosynthesis Through demonstration and experimentation, explains the fundamentals of stellar nucleosynthesis.

Astronomy Life cycle of stars Through demonstration and experimentation, explains the current understanding of the life cycle of stars.

Astronomy
What causes the differences in apparent 
brightness of stars?

Through demonstration and experimentation, explains the apparent brightness of stars, being related to size, 
distance from Earth, and temperature.

Astronomy Why do the stars appear to move?
Through demonstration and experimentation, explains that the apparent movement of stars is related to the 
rotation of the Earth on its axis.

Astronomy Introduction to the concept of a light year Through demonstration and experimentation, understands and explains the concept of a light year.

Astronomy

Calculating the distance from Earth in miles 
or kilometers when given distance in terms 
of light years Calculates the distance from Earth of a cosmic object located X-light years away.

Astronomy Introduction to black holes Through demonstration and experimentation, explains the currently held scientific theory about black holes.

Astronomy
Optical telescopes, radio telescopes, and 
spectrographs.

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding about: optical 
telescopes, radio telescopes, and spectrographs.

Astronomy What a star's spectrum can tell us
Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, explains how a star's spectrum is used to determine 
its chemical composition.

Astronomy Introduction to galaxies Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, explains galaxies.

Astronomy Our solar system
Through demonstration, experimentation and research, demonstrates in-depth understanding about the 
various planets and satellites in our solar system.

Astronomy
Day and night, the seasons, and length of 
daylight

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding about day and 
night, the seasons, and changes in the length of day light.

Astronomy Solstices and equinoxes
Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding about solstices and 
equinoxes.

Astronomy Introduction to tides on Earth 
Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of Earth/Moon 
relationships and the resulting tides on Earth.

Astronomy Solar and lunar eclipse
Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of solar and lunar 
eclipses.

Astronomy Meteorites and comets
Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of meteorites and 
comets.

Earth Science: Geology 
Preparation Layers of the Earth

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of the layers of the 
Earth.

Earth Science: Geology 
Preparation The eight basic elements of the Earth

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research,  demonstrates an understanding of the eight basic 
elements of the Earth.

Earth Science: Geology 
Preparation How weather shapes the land

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research,  demonstrates an understanding of the forces of 
weather on Earth.

Earth Science: Geology 
Preparation How grains of sand are formed

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research,  demonstrates an understanding of grains of sand in 
relation to weathering on Earth.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics Tectonic plates

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding that the Earth's crust 
is made of plates.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics

What happens at the edges of tectonic 
plates?

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding about what 
happens at the edges of Earth's Plates.
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Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics

Convergent and divergent movement in 
Earth's tectonic plates

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of convergent and 
divergent movement in Earth's plates.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics

Convergent plates'  subduction and 
mountain building

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding regarding 
Convergent Plates'  Subduction and Mountain Building.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics

New land is formed when tectonic plates 
move apart (Divergent Boundaries)

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding that when Tectonic 
Plates move apart (Divergent Boundaries), molten material moves to the surface and new land is formed.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics

Parallel movement of the Earth's tectonic 
plates 

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research,  demonstrates an understanding that the Earth's 
Tectonic Plates also move parallel to each other.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics The Ring of Fire

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding about the Ring of 
Fire.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Plate Tectonics Volcanoes

Demonstrates an understanding about types of volcanoes through demonstration, experimentation, and 
research.                                                                                                                                                   

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals Classifying rocks 

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding about classifying 
rocks by grading, color, types of rocks.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals

Igneous (including Extrusive and Intrusive 
Igneous rocks); Sedimentary; and 
Metamorphic Rocks

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research,  demonstrates an understanding about the different 
types of rocks: Igneous (including Extrusive and Intrusive Igneous rocks); Sedimentary; and Metamorphic.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals The Rock Cycle Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of the Rock Cycle.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals Clastic Sedimentary Rocks

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of how Clastic 
Sedimentary rocks are formed.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals

How chemical processes form Sedimentary 
rocks

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of how chemical 
processes form solids and, at times, these are Sedimentary rocks.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals Extrusive and Intrusive Igneous rocks

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research,  demonstrates an understanding of how Igneous 
rock is formed; explains  the different characteristics of both Extrusive and Intrusive Igneous rocks.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals

Foliated and  Non-foliated Metamorphic 
rocks

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of how heat and 
pressure within the Earth create Metamorphic rocks and the difference between Foliated and Non-foliated 
Metamorphic rocks.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals Differences between rocks and minerals

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of the differences 
between rocks and minerals.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals How mineral crystals are formed

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of how to create 
Mineral crystals.
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Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals

Why the size of Mineral Crystals varies as a 
result of fast and slow evaporation

Through demonstration, experimentation, and research, demonstrates an understanding of how the crystals 
in Minerals will vary in size as a result of fast and slow evaporation.

Earth Science: Geology 
- Rocks & Minerals

Tests used to identify Minerals and their 
properties

Discusses, understands, and performs some of the tests mineralogists use to identify Minerals and their 
properties.

Earth Science: Weather How wind is created Discusses, understands, and explains Wind.

Earth Science: Weather Weather Vanes Discusses, understands, constructs, and uses a Weather Vane.

Earth Science: Weather Anemometers Discusses, understands, and explains the use of an Anemometer.

Earth Science: Weather The Beaufort Wind Scale Discusses, understands, and explains the Beaufort Wind Scale.

Earth Science: Weather Wind and how it reshapes the landscape Discusses, understands, and explains how the wind helps to reshape the landscape.

Earth Science: Weather The world's major wind systems Discusses, understands, and explains the World's Winds: Polar Easterlies, Trade Winds, Prevailing Westerlies.

Earth Science: Weather Hydrologic Cycle Discusses, understands, and explains the Hydrologic Cycle.

Earth Science: Weather Introduction to cloud study
Discusses, understands, and explains Clouds: how they are formed, kinds of clouds, and the types of 
precipitation they produce.

Earth Science: Weather Weather fronts
Discusses, understands, and explains different types of weather fronts and the relating types of weather that 
can occur as a result of these.

Earth Science: Weather Symbols on a weather map Interprets symbols from a weather map.

Earth Science: Weather How mountain ranges can affect weather Discusses, understands, and explains how mountain ranges can affect weather.

Earth Science: Weather Introduction to major types of storms
Discusses, understands, and explains different kinds of storms and the relating weather: Tornadoes, 
Waterspouts, Hurricanes, Tropical Depressions, Tropical Storms, Blizzards.

Earth Science: Weather
Why changing air pressure can help us 
predict storms

Discusses, understands, and explains air pressure and how changing air pressure helps predict when a storm 
will occur.

Earth Science: Weather Introduction to the Barometer Discusses, understands, and explains the use of a Barometer.

Earth Science: Weather Introduction to lightning Discusses, understands, and explains Lightning: types, properties, effects, interesting facts, and safety.

Earth Science: Weather Thunder and lightning Discusses, understands, and explains the relationship between Thunder and Lightening.
Earth Science: 
Meteorology The role of a Meteorologist Discusses, understands, and explains the role of a Meteorologist.
Earth Science: 
Meteorology How Meteorologists obtain data Discusses, understands, and explains the various ways a Meteorologist obtains data.
Earth Science: 
Meteorology Weather instruments Discusses, understands, and explains the various instruments used in monitoring the atmosphere.

Earth Science: Climate Differences between Weather and Climate Discusses, understands, and explains the differences between Weather and Climate.
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Earth Science: Climate Factors that make up Climate Discusses, understands, and explains the many factors that make up Climate.

Earth Science: Climate How climate affects the way people live
Discusses, understands, and explains how Climate affects: people's clothing, housing, and types of food 
grown.

Earth Science: Climate
How climate determines what plants and 
animals will thrive

Discusses, understands, and explains how Climate determines the types of vegetation and animals that 
thrive.

Earth Science: Climate Climate and pollution
Discusses, understands, and explains how Climate is thought to be affected by a variable, such as pollution 
(Greenhouse Effect).

Being a Scientist: 
Measurement Precise scientific measurement: mass

Uses scientific scales (and other instruments for measuring mass) carefully and appropriately and can do so in 
both measurement systems.

Being a Scientist: 
Measurement 

Physical science: Rulers and measuring 
tapes

Uses various rulers and measuring tapes carefully and appropriately to make observations in relation to 
physical science explorations and can do so in both measurement systems.

Being a Scientist: 
Measurement 

Life science: Using a thermometer in life 
science 3 

Uses a thermometer carefully and appropriately in classroom experiments and earth-science related 
activities.

Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data

Classification by physical or chemical 
properties Groups and classifies objects or data according to physical or chemical properties.

Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Using more powerful hand magnifiers Uses a hand magnifier carefully and appropriately to investigate objects on a larger scale.
Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Parts of the microscope and correct use 1

Understands the various parts of the microscope, their functions and how to use a microscope carefully and 
appropriately.

Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Parts of the microscope and correct use 2 Uses microscopes carefully and appropriately to analyze specimens.
Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Microscope: preparing slides Prepares own slides, using either dry or wet mount.
Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Precise descriptions of objects being studies Demonstrates objective observational skills by accurately describing the physical properties of objects.
Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Gathering data samples Demonstrates techniques for obtaining samples of data.
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Being a Scientist: 
Observation - 
Gathering & Analyzing 
Data Classification of objects with precision Classifies objects correctly.
Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 1 The Scientific Method Describes accurately the steps of the Scientific Method.
Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 1 Defining and testing a Scientific Hypothesis

Understands the meaning of a Hypothesis and conducts a simple experiment to prove or disprove a Scientific 
Hypothesis.

Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 1

Reporting outcomes of a scientific 
experiments ad drawing conclusions

Accurately records findings from a science experiment/project and draws objective conclusions from the 
data.

Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 1

Preparing and interpreting graphs and 
charts that display the result of an 
experiment

Accurately records findings from a science experiment/project and draws objective conclusions from the 
data, using graphs or charts.

Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 1

Distinguishes between observations and 
inferences Distinguishes between observations and inferences in science experiments or investigative experiences.

Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 2 Demonstrations and experiments Explains the difference between a demonstration and an experiment.
Being a Scientist: 
Scientific 
Experimentation 2 Designing a science experiment

Designs own science experiment (understands the concept of variables), conducts the experiment, records 
observations and data, and draws conclusion from the results.

Classifying: Taxonomy 1 Differences among the kingdoms of life Observes differences in various specimens representing the different kingdoms.

Classifying: Taxonomy 1
Rationale behind the classification scheme 
for plants and animals Discusses and understands the rationale of why the different life forms on Earth are classified.

Classifying: Taxonomy 1 The Six Kingdoms and their subdivisions
Discusses the Six Kingdoms and the subdivisions within these; is aware that scientists are continually making 
discoveries that might change this structure.

Classifying: Taxonomy 2 Introduction to the Chinese Boxes Works with the Chinese Boxes to develop an understanding of one type of classification system.

Classifying: Taxonomy 2 Investigating using the Chinese Boxes Uses the Chinese Boxes to spark investigations within any classification area.

Classifying: Taxonomy 3
Difference between living and non-living 
organisms Discovers and explains the differences between different living and non-living organisms.

Classifying: Taxonomy 3 The differences between plants and animals Discovers and explains the differences between plants and animals.

Classifying: Taxonomy 3
The differences between plant and animal 
cell structures Discovers and explains the differences between plant and animal cell structures.

Classifying: Taxonomy 3
Differences between plants, animals, and 
prokaryotic organisms Discovers and explains the differences between plants, animals, and prokaryotic organisms.

Classifying: Taxonomy 3
The functions of different cells within an 
organism Identifies and understands that there are different cells within an organism, which perform different functions.
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Classifying: Taxonomy 3

The differences between the cell structures 
of plants, animals, and prokaryotic 
organisms

Discovers and explains the differences between the cell structures of plants, animals, and prokaryotic 
organisms.

Study of Animals 1
Similarities and differences in various 
mammals Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various Mammals.

Study of Animals 1 Similarities and differences in various fish Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various Fish.

Study of Animals 1 Similarities and differences in various birds Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various birds.

Study of Animals 1
Similarities and differences in various 
amphibians Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various amphibians.

Study of Animals 1 Similarities and differences in various reptiles Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various reptiles.

Study of Animals 1
Similarities and differences between 
vertebrates and invertebrates

Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences between vertebrates and 
invertebrates.

Study of Animals 1 Similarities and differences in various insects Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various Insects.

Study of Animals 1
Similarities and differences in various 
molluscs Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various Molluscs.

Study of Animals 1
Similarities and differences in various 
crustaceans Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the similarities and differences in various Crustaceans.

Study of Animals 2 Needs of different animals for food Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the needs of different animals regarding food.

Study of Animals 2 The Food Web Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the role of different animals in the Food Web.

Study of Animals 2
Different nutritional needs of herbivores, 
carnivores, and omnivores

Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the different nutritional needs of herbivores, carnivores, 
and omnivores.

Study of Animals 3
The different adaptations of  herbivores, 
carnivores, and omnivores

Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the different adaptations of herbivores, carnivores, and 
omnivores.

Study of Animals 3
Adaptations of animals to specific biome 
environments

Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the adaptations of animals to specific biome 
environments.

Study of Animals 4 How different animals reproduce Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) how different animals reproduce.

Study of Animals 4 Reproduction of microscopic organism Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) how microscopic organisms reproduce.

Study of Animals 5
Role of camouflage as a defense 
mechanism

Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the role of camouflage as a defense mechanism and 
other defense strategies animals use.

Study of Animals 6 Internal anatomy of different animals Discusses and understands the internal anatomy of different animals.

Study of Animals 6 Introduction to human anatomy 1
Explains, in simple terms, the functions of the major organs of our bodies: brain, heart, lungs, stomach, 
intestines.

Study of Animals 6 Introduction to human anatomy 1
Explains, in simple terms, the functions of the major organs of our bodies: brain, heart, lungs, stomach, 
intestines, as well as our skin.

Study of Animals 6 Introduction to human anatomy 2
Can name some of the major bones found in the human skeletal system, including the skull, spinal column, 
jaw, pelvis, ribs, and shoulder blades.

Study of Animals 6 Introduction to human anatomy 2

Discusses and understands the internal anatomy and functions of the different systems in the human body: 
including skin, muscles, organs (including the kidneys, liver,eyes, sense of taste, and sense of smell), the 
endocrine system, and the nervous system.

Study of Animals 6 Introduction to human anatomy 2
Can name the major bones found in the human skeletal system, including the skull, spinal column, vertebrae, 
jaw, pelvis, ribs, sternum, shoulder blades/clavicles, humerus, ulna, radius, femur, tibia, fibula.

Study of Animals 7 Relationship between people and animals
Discusses and explains (in different ways) the varied relationships humans have with animals: food, pets, 
entertainment, sport.
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Study of Animals 7 How humans have affected animal habitats Discusses and explains (in different ways) the effects humans have had on animals in their natural habits.

Study of Animals 7 Animal husbandry Discusses and explains (in different ways) the different aspects of animal husbandry.

Botany 1 Identifying local plants, trees, and flowers Identifies common trees, flowers, and classroom plants around the school.

Botany 1
Identifies common trees and flowers by 
specific criteria Uses specific criteria and identifies common trees and flowers.

Botany 1 Introduction to Field Guides Uses a field guide to assist in identifying various plants.

Botany 1 The parts of a flower Identifies and explains (in different ways) the parts of a flower.

Botany 1 The parts of a seed Identifies and explains (in different ways) the parts of a seed.

Botany 1 The parts of a tree Identifies and explains (in different ways) the parts of a tree.

Botany 1 The parts of a leaf Identifies and explains (in different ways) the parts of a leaf.

Botany 1 Botanical names for leaf shapes Identifies and explains (in different ways) the botanical names for leaf shapes.

Botany 1 Botanical terms for leaf margins Identifies and explains (in different ways) the botanical terms for leaf margins.

Botany 1 Botanical terms for leaf venation Identifies and explains (in different ways) the botanical terms for leaf venation.

Botany 1 Botanical terms for root types Identifies and explains (in different ways) the botanical terms for root types.

Botany 2 Monocots and dicots
Discovers, identifies, differentiates, and explains (in different ways) the characteristics of monocots and 
dicots.

Botany 2 Bryophytes and tracheophytes
Discovers, identifies, differentiates,  and explains (in different ways) the characteristics of bryophytes and 
tracheophytes.

Botany 2 Angiosperms and gymnosperms
Discovers, identifies, differentiates, and explains (in different ways) the characteristics of angiosperms and 
gymnosperms.

Botany 3 The function of roots Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the function of roots.

Botany 3 The function of flowers Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the function of flowers.

Botany 3 The function of fruits Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the function of fruit.

Botany 3 Different types of fruits Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the different types of fruits.

Botany 3 The function of seeds Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the function of a seed.

Botany 3 How seeds are dispersed Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) how seeds have adapted to disperse themselves.

Botany 3 Function of the plant stem Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the function of the plant stem.

Botany 3 The circulatory system of the plant stem Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the circulatory system of the plant stem.

Botany 3
The function of leaves and process of 
Photosynthesis Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the function of leaves and the process of Photosynthesis.

Botany 4
Why plants need to carry out the function of 
Photosynthesis Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the basic needs of plants to carry out Photosynthesis.

Botany 4 The basic needs of plants Discovers, identifies, and explains (in different ways) the basic needs of plants.

Botany 4 Plants contain water Discovers, identifies, and demonstrates that plants contain water.

Botany 4 How plants adapt to the environment Discovers, identifies, and demonstrates that plants adapt to their environment.

Botany 4 Plants grow in predictable patterns Discovers, identifies, and demonstrates that plants grow in predictable patterns.

Botany 5 How people use plants
Discovers, identifies, explains, and demonstrates the varied relationships between humans and plants: food, 
clothing, furniture, housing, medicinal, and so on.

Care of Plants Caring for indoor plants Actively participates in the appropriate care of indoor classroom plants.

Care of Plants Root cuttings Actively researches and/or participates in performing root cuttings of classroom plants for proliferation.
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Care of Plants Plants' need for light and water Actively researches and demonstrates knowledge of different plants' needs regarding water and light.

Care of Plants How seeds should be planted
Actively researches and demonstrates knowledge of how to plant seeds and the differing requirements 
needed for different seed varieties.

Care of Plants Growing vegetables Actively researches and demonstrates knowledge of raising a crop of vegetables.

Care of Plants Chemical and organic fertilizers
Actively researches and demonstrates knowledge of chemical and organic fertilizers, the pros and cons of 
each, and the use of these.

Care of Plants Chemical versus organic pest control
Actively researches and demonstrates knowledge of chemical versus organic pest control and pros and cons 
of each.

Care of Food
Food preservation: Why food spoils and how 
we can preserve it

Actively researches and demonstrates understanding of preventing food from being spoiled by insects, 
rodents, micro-organisms.

Care of Food Storing food to prevent spoilage Actively researches and demonstrates understanding of how to store food to prevent spoilage.

Care of Food Cleaning fruits and vegetables
Actively researches and demonstrates understanding of how to clean fruits and vegetables to prevent 
contamination.

Care of Food Methods to extend the shelf-life of food Actively researches and demonstrates understanding of different methods of extending the shelf-life of food.

Ecosystems 1 Food chains and  food webs Demonstrates and explains (using different methods) the difference between a food chain and a food web.

Ecosystems 1 Roles of different organisms in a food web Demonstrates and explains (using different methods) the roles of the different organisms in a food web.

Ecosystems 1
Roles of the different organisms in a food 
web according to type of environment

Demonstrates and explains (using different methods) the roles of the different organisms in a food web within 
a given environment.

Ecosystems 1 Predators and prey Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) the role of predator and a prey.

Ecosystems 1 Population balance and overpopulation
Demonstrates and explains (using different methods) population balance and the concept of 
overpopulation within a food web.

Ecosystems 1 Scavengers
Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) the role of scavengers in an 
ecosystem.

Ecosystems 1
The role of saprotrophs (decomposers) in an 
ecosystem

Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) the role of saprotrophs 
(decomposers) in an ecosystem.

Ecosystems 1
Bio-degradable, recyclable, and non-
degradable

Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) the differences between bio-
degradable, recyclable, and non-degradable.

Ecosystems 1 Introduction to ecological relationships
Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) the ecological relationships among 
all living organisms within a specific environment.

Ecosystems 2 Adaptation and survival
Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) that the survival and success of living 
organisms over time depends on their ability to adapt.

Ecosystems 2 How animals have adapted to survive
Demonstrates an understanding (by explaining using different methods) of some adaptations that have 
occurred in living organisms that have impacted their survival.

Ecology What causes water pollution? Actively researches and explains the different forms of water pollution.

Ecology Impact of pollution on the oceans Actively researches and explains issues pertaining to water pollution and solutions within the world's oceans.

Ecology Acid rain Actively researches and explains issues pertaining to acid rain and the effects it has on living organisms.

Ecology
Has water pollution  affected our local 
community?

Actively researches and explains issues pertaining to water pollution with special attention to the local 
environment's different bodies of water and their specific issues and concerns.

Ecology
How does water pollution affect human 
beings?

Actively researches and explains issues pertaining to water pollution with special attention to the effects this 
has on human needs.

Ecology Water treatment plants
Actively researches and explains the role of water treatment plants and the variety of different modern 
technologies being used to purify water for human needs.

Ecology Indoor and outdoor air pollution Actively researches and explains the different forms of indoor and outdoor air pollution.
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Ecology What causes air pollution? Actively researches and explains the different causes of air pollution.

Ecology
The debate over greenhouse gases and 
global warming

Actively researches and explains the debate regarding greenhouse gases and global warming, including all 
opinions.

Ecology
Effects of air pollution on weather and the 
environment

Actively researches and explains issues pertaining to air pollution, with special attention to the effects on 
weather patterns, changes in migration patterns of different species, destruction of existing habitats, and so 
on.

Ecology How has air pollution affected humans?
Actively researches and explains issues pertaining to air pollution, with special attention to the effects this has 
on humans.
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element

Elements of Visual Art Line Explores types of lines using different media.

Elements of Visual Art Line
Uses words to describe different types of lines: thick, thin, diagonal, horizontal, vertical, straight, curly, wavy, 
scalloped, zigzag, long and short.

Elements of Visual Art Line Explores lines using different pencils ranging through HB, H, and B types.

Elements of Visual Art Line
Explores types of lines using different media: strips of paper; thin and thick felt markers; crayons; and paint 
with different brushes.

Elements of Visual Art Line Alternates thin and thick stripes with different media.

Elements of Visual Art Line Creates line designs (complexity increases with age and ability).

Elements of Visual Art Shape Explores types of shapes using different media.

Elements of Visual Art Shape Uses words to describe different types of shapes: blob, outline, geometrical names where appropriate.

Elements of Visual Art Patterning Explores repeat patterns using various stamps (e.g., vegetable stamps).

Elements of Visual Art Patterning Explores making square patterns with various media.

Elements of Visual Art Patterning Explores making complex net patterns with various media.

Elements of Visual Art Patterning Explores symmetrical and mirror images with various media.

Elements of Visual Art Patterning Explores patterns and designs from various cultures and attempts to replicate those styles.

Elements of Visual Art Color Uses more advanced language of color in context of art media.

Elements of Visual Art Color Explores color value with various media.

Elements of Visual Art Color Explores effects of contrasting color.

Elements of Visual Art Color Makes plaid pattern with overlapping colors.

Elements of Visual Art Color Explores tints and shades with black and white.

Elements of Visual Art Color Explores tints and shades by adding black or white to a hue.

Elements of Visual Art Color Explores tones by adding various grays to pure hue.

Elements of Visual Art Color Produces own color wheel - six part.

Elements of Visual Art Color Produces own color wheel - twelve part.

Elements of Visual Art Color Produces own color wheel - thirty-six part.

Elements of Visual Art Color Uses correct terminology to name pigments (e.g., cobalt blue, Prussian blue, etc.).

Elements of Visual Art Textures Explores textures by making rubbings using different media.

Elements of Visual Art Textures Uses artistic rubbing techniques.

Elements of Visual Art Textures Explores various media to create texture in artwork.

Elements of Visual Art Textures Makes a collage with rubbings.

Elements of Visual Art Space and composition Explores composition in art with various media.

Elements of Visual Art Space and composition Fills space with various shapes and line combinations.

Elements of Visual Art Light and shadow Explores negative and positive images with various media.

Elements of Visual Art Light and shadow Uses shading to represent shadow and dimension.

Elements of Visual Art Light and shadow Becomes aware of shadow and effects of light direction.

Using Art Materials and Media Cutting Applies cutting on lines and free hand to produce various items.

Using Art Materials and Media Gluing Glues patterns with various media and with increasing complexity.

Using Art Materials and Media Gluing Creates a collage with different media.
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Using Art Materials and Media Gluing Makes paper chains.

Using Art Materials and Media Printing and stamping Uses stamping materials effectively.

Using Art Materials and Media Printing and stamping Explores different media for printing and stamping.

Using Art Materials and Media Painting Paints with transparent water colors.

Using Art Materials and Media Painting Paints with acrylics.

Using Art Materials and Media Painting Paints with oils.

Using Art Materials and Media Painting Explores textured painting techniques.

Using Art Materials and Media Painting Explores wet-on-wet painting.

Using Art Materials and Media Paper Folding and Cutting Explores elementary origami folds (valley and mountain folds).

Using Art Materials and Media Paper Folding and Cutting Explores various uses of paper to create texture.

Using Art Materials and Media Paper Folding and Cutting Follows simple origami patterns to create objects.

Using Art Materials and Media Paper Folding and Cutting Follows more complex origami patterns to create objects.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Explores kneading, stretching, squeezing, and rolling clay.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Makes simple pinch pot with clay.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Makes coil pot with clay.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Makes simple slab constructions with clay.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Adds decoration to clay constructions.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Makes plaster of Paris molds.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Works independently with clay to complete own projects using various techniques.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Mixes salt dough.

Using Art Materials and Media Modeling Makes salt-dough figures.

Using Art Materials and Media Wax Crayon Techniques Creates batik effect with wax crayons and ink.

Using Art Materials and Media Wax Crayon Techniques Explores graffito/etching with wax crayons.

Using Art Materials and Media Wax Crayon Techniques Explores melted-wax techniques.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Combines symbols to make pictures.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Creates early representative artworks; sky and ground appear.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Creates a picture that tells a story.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Draws from an object – still-life.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Draws a person – portrait.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Draws a landscape using perspective and shading.

Developmental Stages in Visual Art Stages Combines media and techniques to produce original work.

Photography Photography Uses digital camera to take photos in classroom.

Photography Photography Begins to explore composition in own photos.

Photography Photography Uses simple software to manipulate images.

Photography Photography Uses digital photography and software to manipulate images for own projects.

Art History Abstract Studies and discusses representative works from abstract period.

Art History Abstract Creates work in style of  abstract period using similar techniques.
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Strand material lesson Curriculum Element

Care of Environment Care of play area and sports equipment Actively participates in maintenance of outdoor play and sports areas and equipment.

Care of Environment Care of play area and sports equipment Collaborates with staff in planning and implementing protocols for outdoor play area safety.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Utilizes a variety of tools and skills to actively participate in maintenance of furnishings in classroom.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in maintaining floor surfaces by using appropriate methods.

Care of Environment Care of classroom
Utilizes a variety of tools and skills to actively participate in maintenance of the classroom materials on the 
shelves.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in monitoring personal property and classroom property for neatness.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in maintaining community supplies.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in conserving the classroom materials, such as paper, water, and so on.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Uses a variety of skills to maintain classroom computers.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in caring for domestic animals.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in caring for indoor plants.

Care of Environment Care of classroom Actively participates in arranging flowers for the classroom.

Care of Environment Care of outdoor environment Uses a variety of tools and skills to actively participate in caring for the outside areas of the classroom.

Care of Environment Care of outdoor environment Uses a variety of tools and skills to actively participate in caring for the school campus.

Care of Environment Care of outdoor environment Actively participates in the maintenance of classroom gardens.

Care of Environment Care of outdoor environment Actively participates in harvesting of vegetables from classroom garden.

Care of Environment Care of outdoor environment Uses a knowledge of organic and sustainable agriculture practices to maintain gardens.

Personal Responsibility Safety: General safety and security
Understands the dangers of using electrical implements and handles electrical tools and implements safely - 
while under adult supervision.

Personal Responsibility Safety: General safety and security Is aware of, and applies, safety protocols when using the internet as per school policy.

Personal Responsibility Personal Grooming Participates in activities that pertain to personal grooming and hygiene.

Personal Responsibility Care of possessions
Understands that different social events have different dress expectations and is able to chose appropriate 
clothing for these occasions.

Personal Responsibility Care of possessions Is able to pack appropriately for a trip.

Personal Responsibility Care of possessions Is able to perform basic first-aid techniques.

Personal Responsibility Care of possessions Manages an allowance through a budget.

Going Out Going Out: Formal meal at Restaurant
Dines at restaurant, displaying appropriate manners and protocols: orders meal respectfully, maintains 
decorum in the setting.

Going Out Going Out: Formal meal Researches and practices culturally appropriate etiquette for formal meal setting.

Going Out Going Out Plans a trip for a small group.

Going Out Going Out Uses a street map to find destination.

Going Out Going Out Phones to book an appointment in relation to the trip.

Going Out Going Out Leaves a message for person to return call.

Going Out Going Out Arranges an appropriate time and date.

Going Out Going Out Makes a list of all requirements.

Going Out Going Out Calculates costs and arranges funds in accordance with school protocols.

Going Out Going Out Arranges a small gift for host if appropriate.

Going Out Going Out Thanks host after trip.

Going Out Going Out Arranges for chaperone where appropriate.

Going Out Going Out Takes part in trip planned by another person.
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Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Kitchen appliances Is able to use and maintain a variety of kitchen appliances.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Plans meals with an understanding of a balanced diet.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Plans different menus for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and special occasions and holidays.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Follows recipes for food preparation.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Develops a knowledge of different ingredients, such as the different varieties of flour, herbs, and seasonings.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Reads food labels and understands the significance of the different line items.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Prepares a grocery shopping list.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Measures accurately in both liquid and dry ingredients, using appropriate measuring tools.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Sets up appropriately for a casual snack or lunch.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Sets up appropriately for a formal meal.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Serves people appropriately in either a formal or informal manner.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Cooking skills Cleans up appropriately after food preparation and meals.

Meals and Food Prep Practical application: Measuring Adapts quantities in recipes to increase or decrease number of servings in a recipe.

Social Skills Etiquette in a group: Meetings Demonstrates belief in democratic process.

Social Skills Etiquette in a group: Meetings Initiates group discussions.

Social Skills Etiquette in a group: Meetings Participates in formulating classroom and school rules / guidelines and protocols.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Makes responsible choices in varied contexts.

 Social Skills Intrapersonal development Accepts responsibility for own behavior.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Facilitates conflict-resolution processes.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Participates as an audience member with respect and courtesy.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Actively participates in own work plan and develops according to teacher guidance and own self-interests.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Prioritizes time wisely to meet own and others' needs.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Displays self-reliance when working independently.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Follows through on commitments towards both work and others.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Shows satisfaction in meaningful work.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Respectfully justifies choices made in various contexts.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Uses an objective approach towards problem solving.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Actively participates as a positive team player in small- or large-group settings.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Displays a commitment to ethical behavior.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Positively influences others behavior.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Is able to reserve judgment about others no matter the circumstance.

Social Skills Intrapersonal development Is able to change mind in light of new information.

Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to work within expected guidelines and does so appropriately.

Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to follow through on directions given one on one.

Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to follow through on directions given in a group.

Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to work on a short-term project and successfully complete the task, either individually or in a group.

Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to work on a long-term project and successful complete the task, either individually or in a group.

Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to design a project, develop outcomes, and follow through appropriately.
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Time Management Development of organizational skills Is able to work independently and plan entire week without any teacher direction.

How to Run a Business Development of business acumen Participates in the development of a budget for a small business.

How to Run a Business Development of business acumen Participates in purchasing or developing products for a small business.

How to Run a Business Development of business acumen Participates in the day-to-day operations of the business.

How to Run a Business Development of business acumen Participates in the bookeeping for the business.
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